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Using multiple sensory information is acknowledged as one of the major topics in the nav-
igation of aerial and ground vehicles. This doctoral thesis considers localization as a state
estimation problem, which is solved by data fusion techniques and supported by machine
learning methods. It attempts to address the issue of developing a better localization
system for a ground vehicle by seeking the best possible pose estimator (i.e., position,
velocity and attitude) and improving its robustness to unexpected sensor measurements.
The vehicle of interest is represented by a skid-steer tracked mobile robot; however, all
the algorithms work with a sensory set, which can be with minor changes deployed on any
vehicle, legged, wheeled, tracked, or aerial. First part of this thesis explores the develop-
ment of different state estimation architectures, which exploit the extended Kalman filter
for full 3D dead reckoning (i.e., incremental or relative pose estimation). The purpose of
this part is to use inertial and odometry dead reckoning to its optimal extent, considering
both the performance and computational complexity. Such combination of proprioceptive
sensory modalities used on a ground vehicle is expected to provide the core localization—
foundation for any other higher level localization or navigation systems. Second part of
the dissertation investigates means of improving overall robustness and performance of the
multi-modal state estimation. Different sensory modalities are prone to various types of
errors, especially in an environment that changes dynamically. Therefore, the thesis shows
the importance of identifying and rejecting unexpected or erroneous measurements. The
multi-modal data fusion is based on inertial and odometry measurements aided by infor-
mation from a camera and laser range finder. These two exteroceptive modalities are in
particular prone to real-world disturbances, therefore, they are the subject of anomaly de-
tection process. Various state-of-the-art machine learning methods (i.e., logistic regression,
Support Vector Machines, Gaussian Mixture Models and Gaussian Processes) are applied
in a Kalman filter framework to monitor the measurements and overcome the commonly
used covariance monitoring and chi-squared gating test. Verification of all the techniques
in this thesis is supported by extensive experimental datasets collected with a real mobile
robot in both indoor and challenging outdoor environments.
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Vyuzˇit´ı dat z r˚uzny´ch typ˚u senzor˚u je povazˇova´no za jedno z hlavn´ıch te´mat rˇesˇeny´ch
v proble´mu navigace pozemn´ıch a vzdusˇny´ch prostrˇedk˚u. Hlavn´ım c´ılem dizertacˇn´ı pra´ce
je vy´voj lokalizacˇn´ıho syste´mu, ktery´ vyuzˇ´ıva´ fu´ze senzoricky´ch dat, stavove´ho odhadu
a metod strojove´ho ucˇen´ı. Pra´ce je zameˇrˇena na vy´voj algoritmu˚, ktere´ urcˇuj´ı pozici, rych-
lost a orientaci v prostoru, a zvy´sˇen´ı jejich robustnosti v˚ucˇi neocˇeka´vany´m nebo chybny´m
meˇrˇen´ım. Acˇkoliv je c´ılova´ platforma reprezentova´na pozemn´ım pa´sovy´m robotem, algo-
ritmy vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ı mnozˇinu senzor˚u, ktera´ je aplikovatelna´ na r˚uzny´ch typech prostrˇedk˚u,
pozemn´ıch i vzdusˇny´ch. Prvn´ı cˇa´st pra´ce je zameˇrˇena na vy´voj algoritmu˚ pro odhad
stavu vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ıc´ıch rozsˇ´ıˇrene´ho Kalmanova filtru pro plneˇ prostorovou inkrementa´ln´ı lo-
kalizaci (tzv. dead-reckoning). C´ılem je optima´lneˇ zkombinovat inercia´ln´ı data a odometrii
s prˇihle´dnut´ım jak k prˇesnosti lokalizace, tak k vy´pocˇetn´ı na´rocˇnosti. Od takove´ kombi-
nace proprioceptivn´ıch senzor˚u je prˇedpokla´da´na za´kladn´ı lokalizace poskytuj´ıc´ı podklad
pro vysˇsˇ´ı u´rovneˇ navigacˇn´ıho syste´mu. Druha´ cˇa´st pra´ce se zaby´va´ zp˚usoby vylepsˇen´ı ro-
bustnosti a prˇesnosti lokalizace. Ru˚zne´ zdroje senzoricky´ch dat jsou na´chylne´ na r˚uzne´
typy chyb, obzvla´sˇteˇ v dynamicky se meˇn´ıc´ım prostrˇed´ı. Pra´ce se v druhe´ cˇa´sti zameˇrˇuje
na zp˚usoby identifikace a na´sledne´ho vynecha´n´ı chybny´ch anoma´ln´ıch meˇrˇen´ı z kamery a
laserove´ho da´lkomeˇru. Exteroceptivn´ı data jsou cˇasto vy´znamneˇ ovlivneˇna vneˇjˇs´ım okol´ım,
ktere´ zp˚usobuje neocˇeka´vana´ nebo chybna´ meˇrˇen´ı, a proto je nutne´ takova´ meˇrˇen´ı moni-
torovat. V pra´ci je zkouma´na kombinace Kalmanova filtru s r˚uzny´mi metodami strojove´ho
ucˇen´ı, ktere´ jsou aplikova´ny jako klasifika´tory anoma´ln´ıch dat. Tyto kombinace jsou po-
rovna´ny s technikami beˇzˇneˇ vyuzˇ´ıvany´mi pro monitorova´n´ı Kalmanova filtru. Navrzˇeny´
syste´m je d˚ukladneˇ testova´n a oveˇrˇen v rea´lny´ch experimentech provedeny´ch v na´rocˇny´ch
prostrˇed´ıch, jako jsou meˇstske´ za´stavby, venkovn´ı prostory a ponicˇene´ oblasti napodobuj´ıc´ı
pr˚ubeˇh za´chranny´ch mis´ı.
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In ground and aerial mobile robotics, localization is defined as the problem of estimating a robot
coordinates in an external reference frame from sensor data, using a map of the environment
[Thrun et al., 2005, p. 3]. It has been recognized as one of the most fundamental problems for
vehicles capable of locomotion [Fox et al., 1999]. Pose estimation (i.e., position, veloctity and
attitude) is an essential part of the vehicle navigation. Navigation also requires knowledge about
vehicle surroundings (obtained for instance by mapping or obstacle detection) and proper actions
(e.g., route planning, decisions which area to explore) to achieve the goal of interest. However,
the problem of knowing the pose of a vehicle is still challenging and localization, as the lower
level of navigation, needs to be addressed to provide best possible performance.
In this thesis, we study local techniques to determine pose of a vehicle (e.g., a mobile robot)
with respect to a local coordinate frame (i.e., incremental pose estimation, relative to the initial
position). Therefore, initial position of the robot is required and localization system does not in-
corporate any absolute measurements in the global coordinate frame, such as GPS, or knowledge
about the environment, such as maps or landmarks. Local techniques have obvious drawbacks.
One of them is that the unobservable pose quantities have no certain error bounds, thus estimation
suffers from uncompensated cumulative error. This is apparent mainly in position estimation.
Moreover, the estimate cannot recover if the system loses track of the unobservable quantities,
and implicitly cannot handle the well known kidnapped robot problem. Nevertheless, relative
localization is generally vital subpart of any navigation system, even if the system implements
global techniques exploiting global positioning services, knowledge or perception of the environ-
ment. Relative localization plays crucial step towards autonomous capabilities of a vehicle, since
it ensures much needed estimation of the vehicle pose during unfavorable conditions. Such a
situation may occur during unavailability of the absolute positioning (e.g., satellite navigation or
landmark-based systems), missing or faulty map information, or any circumstances, that makes
the updates with respect to the global coordination frame infeasible. One of many examples
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is represented by the complex search and rescue missions, in which rescue teams deploy mobile
robots to help them assess the situation (e.g., by exploring the disaster site and searching for
victims). Robots deployed in these missions rarely have perfect operation conditions and strug-
gle with harsh environment including static and dynamic obstacles, unreachable or underground
areas, uneven terrain, ubiquitous dust, changing lightning conditions etc. All of these conditions
influence the perception of the robot, make the navigation task difficult and in many instances
the robot depends on the lowest level localization means it has—the local techniques. Therefore,
we claim that the local techniques deserve attention as they contribute to the overall goal of
having accurate, precise, and robust navigation system.
Although the pose and environment of the vehicle can be perceived through various sensors,
the sensor observations are in many cases indirectly related to the system states. That means
they are not observable directly and carry only partial information about the quantities of in-
terest. Moreover, the sensory readings are usually corrupted by various noise terms. Therefore,
the majority of vehicle state estimation used for vehicle navigation is based on the data fusion
techniques (also referred to as sensor fusion). Broadly speaking, the goal of data fusion is to
obtain more reliable and clear information in the world, which is not deterministic and includes
models and sensing, which are not perfect. Techniques for data fusion are applicable in a wide
range of areas and their popularity consists in the fact that data fusion provides in many cases
improved and more accurate estimate, when compared to a single source of information [Hall and
Llinas, 1997].
1.1 Motivation
First, we try to answer a fundamental question: What is the best way to implement a state
estimation algorithm and which method should be used for a mobile robot. As this topic is
rarely covered in the literature, we are motivated to seek reliable state estimation technique,
which allows to incorporate relevant kinematic model, achieve sufficient performance and bearable
computational load. There are many ways to determine the pose of the vehicle; however, Kalman
filtering belongs to the most popular ones. The choice of the estimator often depends on the
particular application. Kalman filtering excels in working with a uni-modal distribution, which is
straightforwardly parametrized by its mean and covariance. On top of that, Kalman filters have
moderate computational load when compared for instance to sampling approaches (e.g., particle
filters, Monte Carlo methods). Therefore, Kalman filter is the algorithm of choice in this doctoral
thesis.
Second, we are motivated by the general need for more accurate and reliable solution and
bring the idea of extending the state estimation by various machine learning approaches. Our
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goal is to provide improvement of the knowledge about the vehicle pose by the means of extract-
ing additional information that may contribute to the overall localization performance. State
estimation algorithms usually have predetermined conditions, which ensure that the estimator
works properly and has characteristic behavior, such as stability of the estimate and convergence
to the true value. However, the observed data in practice frequently break these conditions and
cause inaccuracy or even failure of the estimator [Ndong and Salamatian, 2011]. Therefore, there
is a need for analyzing the unwanted and undesired data. Such situations may occur in various
scenarios and perception means: GPS readings in a urban area [Suzuki et al., 2011], or lost visual
features in dynamically changing environments [Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011], [Ku¨mmerle
et al., 2013], to name a few. There is the possibility of observing patterns in the sensor data
gathered in multiple scenarios and exploiting machine learning methods to extract useful infor-
mation to aid the state estimation. Useful information, in the context of previously mentioned
issues, can be refined by monitoring and rejection of the unwanted measurements. As we show
later in this thesis, monitoring of the health of the Kalman filter observations is often overlooked;
however, it should not be.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
This doctoral thesis takes the format of a thesis by publication, thereby it presents publications
relevant to the topic of the thesis. This thesis format is approved by the Dean of Faculty of
Electrical Engineering by the Directive for dissertation theses defense, Article 1.
The main contributions in this thesis are divided into Chapter 4 – 6. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
present two publications with unified formatting. In these chapters, publications follow after
a short summary sections, where we recapitulate the previous work, present the main topic,
conclusions, and contributions of the work. Chapter 6 then extends the work in Chapter 5. All
author’s publications are listed in the publication list (see p. 90).
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the current state-of-the-art in both state
estimation as well as anomaly detection and approaches combining state estimation and machine
learning. Contributions achieved are summarized in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 and 5 introduce
author’s two major publications related to the topic of this doctoral thesis. Chapter 6 is an
extension of Chapter 5 and provides further examination of other relevant methods for anomaly
detection. The doctoral thesis is summarized and concluded in Chapter 7, which also discusses
the suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
This chapter covers the state of the art regarding topics related to this thesis. In this thesis, we
aim for a state estimation system capable of working in challenging environment, preferably for
large scale scenarios during search and rescue missions. Therefore the first part of this chapter
reviews the current state-of-the-art in state estimation applied especially for vehicle localization.
This part reviews both ground and aerial localization and navigation systems, with the focus
on deployment in large scale and challenging search and rescue missions. As the second part of
the thesis aims for applying machine learning methods in combination with state estimation, we
review two areas. The first area studies anomaly detection carried out by standard and machine
learning methods. The second area introduces terrain recognition methods, which represent
combination of state estimation and machine learning, which is similar to the topic studied in
this thesis. Both these sections cover aiding and improving the state estimation framework by
observing patterns and deducting effects of the environment on the navigation task.
2.1 State estimation problem
State estimation concerns the issue of using information obtained from the observed outputs
to reduce the uncertainty about the system behavior [Maybeck, 1982, p. 1]. In the data fu-
sion, the state estimation addresses the problem of determining the value of quantity of in-
terest from sensor observations (also known as measurements or readings). There are many
ways to deal with the uncertainty in the system; however, probabilistic methods are by far
the most common technique appearing in engineering and applied robotics research [Durrant-
Whyte, 2001, p. 1]. Probabilistic approaches are typically more robust to various aspects (e.g.,
sensor limitations, sensor noise, environment influence) and often scale well to complex and un-
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structured environments. These properties make them very applicable to nearly every problem
involving perception [Thrun et al., 2005, p. 3].
Certainly one of the most widely used estimation algorithms in present systems theory is the
Kalman filter (KF) [Kalman, 1960]. It is a well established state estimation approach [Go¨rner
and Stelzer, 2013, Yi et al., 2007, Dissanayake et al., 2001] which excels in working with a uni-
modal distribution parametrized by mean and covariance. The Kalman filter is an estimator,
which provides estimates of the state as well as its uncertainty [Bar-Shalom et al., 2001, pp.
381-394]. Majority of the real-world applications, including ground and aerial mobile robotics,
is nonlinear and must be addressed by nonlinear techniques or approximations to maintain the
performance and stability of the modeled system. Nonlinear problems are commonly handled
by the Linearized KF (LKF), extended KF (EKF) or sample-based methods such as unscented
KF (UKF) [Chen, 2003, Gustafsson et al., 2002]. Probably the most popular of the mentioned
methods is the EKF, which has been applied in enormous number of applications where it achieved
excellent performance [Grewal et al., 2007, p. 210]. Some of the essential EKF properties can be
summarized as follows:
• the EKF linearizes the problem about the estimated trajectory [Grewal and Andrews, 2010]
(as opposed to the Linearized KF, where the linearization of the system model is about
the nominal trajectory; moreover, this trajectory has to be known in advance and does not
depend on the measurement data [Grewal et al., 2007, p. 209]);
• it is defined as a suboptimal filter, since it applies the Taylor series approximations;
• it requires the derivation of the Jacobians;
• it is often applied in cases, where the model nonlinearities are not too high and do not
cause instability [Vandyke et al., 2004].
Highly nonlinear problems are commonly handled better by the UKF [Julier and Uhlmann, 1997]).
However, the computational complexity of the UKF is higher [Chen, 2003, Laviola, 2003]. That
makes the UKF less feasible for running state estimation in real-time and on-board for large state
space. The computational efficiency along with the need to approximate are one of the most cited
fundamental limitations of probabilistic algorithms [Thrun et al., 2005, pp. 5-6]. With limited
computational power, quite common factor in real-time processing in mobile robots, reasonable
computational costs are one of the key factors of deploying a state estimation algorithm [Chen,
2003].
There are two standard ways of implementing the EKF: the total state space and the
error state space configuration (also referred as the direct and indirect formulation, respec-
tively) [Munguia and Grau, 2014]. The direct EKF is characterized by conceptual clarity—it
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is straightforward to implement and setup the filter. This configuration incorporates a model,
which is derived directly from the kinematics of the system. Despite the apparent advantages of
the direct EKF configuration, it has several disadvantages over the indirect EKF [Roumeliotis
et al., 1999]. Most importantly, the direct form is prone to temporary failures, which can cause
the filter to fail and not recover. The indirect EKF is usually derived by linearizing the nonlinear
differential equations using perturbation analysis [Shin, 2005]. Here the error state vector rep-
resents the difference between the estimate and the true value, and the covariance is related to
the error state, not actual variables of interest. A review and tutorial to the readers for better
understanding and correct implementing of the LKF and EKF in different configurations can be
found in in [Jwo and Cho, 2010].
Essentially, there are multiple integration options in the data fusion. The integration archi-
tecture can be loosely coupled (the most computationally efficient approach, which handles the
data separately) or tightly coupled (directly fuse the data sources and often achieve higher pre-
cision) [Li and Mourikis, 2013]. Depending on the fusion architecture, the filter works even in
an open loop manner (feed forward) or closed loop manner (feedback) [Jwo and Cho, 2010]. In
the end, the final Kalman filter implementation depends on the designer’s choice. Often also the
other aspects, such as computational power available or sensors and systems being fused, play
crucial role in the decision.
2.2 State estimation for vehicle localization
The vehicle1 state estimation is a very broad area. Thus, this section presents research related
especially to unmanned ground or aerial vehicles. First, we present literature review of the general
navigation of the ground and aerial vehicles. All these works employ platforms equipped with
a common set of sensory modalities very similar to the sensory set used in this thesis. In the
following review, modalities are represented by the proprioceptive2 sensors, where the buildup of
errors is inevitable, and exteroceptive3 sensors, which are generally used to suppress or correct
the build-up error. Therefore, the sensory set generally includes combinations of the inertial
measurement unit (IMU), wheeled or tracked odometry (further referred to as odometry), Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver, a camera, a laser range finder; or other aiding sensors (e.g.,
magnetometers, distance sensors, inclinometers).
1The pose estimation of a vehicle is often studied by mobile robotics research groups, hence a vehicle
can be also referred as a mobile robot (e.g., wheeled, tracked, or road vehicle, legged robot, fixed wing
aircraft, helicopter, or multi-rotor helicopter.)
2Proprioceptive information is isolated from external aids and related to the measurements internal to
the system
3Exteroceptive information is obtained through perceiving the surrounding environment
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2.2.1 Ground vehicles localization
A popular relative4 localization technique for a wheeled or tracked vehicle is the dead reckoning5
using odometry. Wheels or tracks are equipped with encoders, which measure how far the wheels
have rotated. This overall information about the motion of the vehicle is then used by the
odometry, which estimates the velocities using a motion model. The odometry information then
enables the vehicle to track its pose as a function of time [Siciliano and Khatib, 2008, p. 477].
When relying on odometry, the drift caused by wheel slippage, or insufficient odometry model
generally leads to the buildup of errors over time [Cook, 2011, pp. 249-252]. Therefore, odometry
is often combined with the IMU, which supports it with attitude estimates (i.e., orientation of
the object) and may provide even full 3D relative pose estimation [Endo et al., 2007, Simanek
et al., 2015]. Resulting localization system provides low-level proprioceptive-only localization and
generally allows high sampling rate as well as processing rate (about 100 Hz [Yi et al., 2007]),
usually without excessive computational load. In most cases it serves as a short term backup
for navigation without any necessity of perceiving the surrounding environment. In the outdoor
environment, the dynamically changing conditions often influence the exteroceptive modalities
and cause degradation or complete unavailability of the information (obtained for instance by
GPS, magnetometer, vision, range finding etc.). Hence, the necessity of having a reliable dead
reckoning system and improving its performance is essential. However, there are drawbacks
rising from the core principle of the dead reckoning and these have to be dealt with properly.
The most common problems rest in the orientation and slippage errors, which can be remedied
by numerous approaches. In [Yi et al., 2007] and [Anousaki and Kyriakopoulos, 2004], authors
present a 4-wheel robot with an improved skid-steer model based on a Kalman filter estimating
trajectory using velocity constraints and slip estimate. Alternative method appears in [Endo
et al., 2007] where the IMU and odometry are used to improve tracked vehicle navigation via
slippage estimates. A closed-loop control system approach for reducing the drift in the heading
estimate is applied in [Borenstein and Ojeda, 2009]. Substantial effort has been also devoted to
investigation of the odometry derived constraints [Dissanayake et al., 2001], or innovation of the
motion models [Galben, 2011]. Concerning the works mentioned so far, localization approaches
worked with dead reckoning realized in 2D. There also exist approaches providing 3D odometry,
which is also referred to as 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF), derived from the rover-type multi-wheel
vehicle design [Lamon and Siegwart, 2004], [Chugo et al., 2008]. All these works are closely
related to our research, presented in Chapter 4, regarding the development of the EKF-based
4Also referred to as incremental or local; it requires the initial location of the vehicle and its application
is limited due to buildup error; it usually cannot recover from serious localization errors, as opposed to
global techniques, which can localize the object without any other prior knowledge.
5Derived from deduced reckoning; process of calculating the current pose of the vehicle based on the
previous one and current measurements.
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estimation architectures for a skid-steer mobile robot
Most of the 6DOF IMU and odometry dead reckoning solutions require other supporting
sensor systems, especially exteroceptive, to assure more accurate, precise and reliable estimates
used for autonomous navigation in a global sense. Authors in [Shen et al., 2011] demonstrate,
that a very low-cost IMU and odometry dead reckoning system can be successfully combined
with visual odometry (VO) [Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011], [Sakai et al., 2009] to produce
more reliable navigation system. However, it is pointed out in [Rodriguez F et al., 2009], that
a trade-off between precision and execution time has to be investigated in the approaches using
the VO. Moreover, the VO degrades due to high rotational speed movements and it is susceptible
to illumination changes and lack of sufficient scene texture [Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011].
Another typically used 6DOF aiding source is the laser scanner used for estimating vehicle motion
by matching consecutive laser scans in a stop-and-go moving mode. In this manner, the laser
scanner is capable of creating a 3D metric map of the environment [Yoshida et al., 2010], [Zhuang
et al., 2011], [Suzuki et al., 2010]. One of the standard 3D odometry methods appears in [Morales
et al., 2009] where it is used as the prediction step of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and fused
with the update step using GPS receiver, altimeter, and laser scanner road detection. It is also
practically demonstrated that achieving reliable, robust and accurate state estimates is feasible
through combining sufficient aiding sensors with the GPS. Rich sensory set used for full 3D pose
estimation is presented in [Kubelka et al., 2015]. A tracked robot is equipped with IMU and
velocity sensors (tracks odometry) for proprioceptive sensing, and omnidirectional camera and
rotating laser range-finder to perceive the environment. Authors present a novel EKF framework
and also employ experimental procedure revealing most frequent failure scenarios. These aspects
form the multi-modal data fusion, which we extend in Chapter 5.
2.2.2 Aerial vehicles navigation
Nowadays, the aerial platforms deserve a lot of attention due to their unique ability of accessing
otherwise unapproachable areas and complementing the information gathered from the ground.
However, as stressed out by authors in [Bachrach et al., 2011], deploying an aerial platform
rises many issues. These include mainly limited payload and flight time, fast dynamics, con-
stant motion, omnipresent vibrations, indirect position estimates, as well as rapid and dangerous
movement in unstructured or unknown environment, where a slight misstep may lead to the de-
struction of the platform. The most used aerial vehicles (also referred as drones, UAVs) in research
have the shape of a small fixed-wing aircraft, or a multi-copter (also called multi-rotor) that are
superior in their easier control and hovering capability. It is common, that a off-the-shelf civil
multi-rotor for outdoor usage is equipped with an IMU and a GPS receiver. This setup together
with the autopilot ensure attitude and position control, and also semi-autonomous maneuvers
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such as take-off, way-point following, and landing. However, the main challenge comes, when the
multi-rotor maneuvers, in a GPS-denied environment, such as dense urban areas or indoors. The
GPS position information has to be replaced with other sensory system (e.g., laser range finder,
camera), in order to maintain stable position and track the movement of the vehicle.
A typically equipped quad-rotor is presented in [Bachrach et al., 2011]. Authors employ the
laser range finder, IMU, and a laser-reflecting mirror (to determine the altitude above the ground
– it is assumed that quad-rotor operates over a flat floor). The on-board controller and IMU then
stabilize the roll and pitch angles, position controller runs an EKF fusing the IMU and laser-
based position increments, the planner and the SLAM algorithm provide delayed corrections to
the EKF. With the described sensory set and algorithms, the quad rotor is able to fly and hover
in constrained indoor and urban environments.
Representative of the aircraft type aerial vehicles is presented in [Bry et al., 2012] in a form
of a fixed wing aircraft, and authors demonstrate that such a platform is able to fly in an indoor
environment. The state estimation is based on an IMU and a planar laser range finder suitable for
use in real-time on a fixed-wing air vehicle. Thus authors present a minimalist equipment allowing
accurate state estimates during aggressive flight in unstructured 3D environments without the use
of an external positioning system, however, given the 3D map of the environment represented as
an occupancy grid. The pose estimates are determined by the EKF and a Gaussian Particle Filter,
which is optimized to require much less particles than the standard approach. The accuracy of
the state estimates are validated by Vicon6 ground truth and also qualitatively by inspecting the
reconstruction of the environment.
Despite the fact that the popularity of aerial vehicles deployment rises, there is a lot of open
problems rising mainly from the nature of the 3D movement. More challenging environment
also puts greater relevance of having correct sensor measurements for proper state estimation
and following path planning and control. Such need inspired us in developing a framework that
automatically rejects faulty measurements in a multi-modal data fusion framework presented in
Chapter 5.
2.3 Challenging problems in vehicle navigation
Although the vehicle state estimation has been solved for many decades, there are still applica-
tions that are challenging for many reasons. In recent years, there has been much more pressure
from the mobile robotics community to support the research with thorough experimental valida-
tion. The goal is to avoid limited duration of the experiments, which are generally conducted in
6Motion capture assembly of multiple infra-red cameras and reflective markers attached to a tracked
object. Allows to capture accurate and precise 6DOF pose of the object.
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relatively small, restricted, or simplified environments. At the same time, researchers are forced to
carry out experiments in real environments and conditions. As the ultimate goal of autonomous
navigation in natural environment is still not reached, there are research groups, which focus on
these particular areas. In this thesis, we also aim to assess the experimental part by conducting
large number of experiments in various environments, even those simulating the search and rescue
missions. Therefore, this section puts the approaches presented in Section 2.2 into the context of
large scale autonomy and deployment in search and rescue missions.
2.3.1 Large scale autonomy
The logical advance in vehicle navigation is to pay attention to the autonomy and understanding of
large workspaces. Autonomous vehicles must interact safely with both the environment and users,
move precisely in a dynamic environment and perform evenly under vast majority of conditions
[Furgale et al., 2013]. The problem of the navigation a large scale dynamic environment is
also mentioned in [McDonald et al., 2013]. Authors deal with the state estimation for combining
multiple mapping missions that consists in aligning partial maps, which is closely related to multi-
robot mapping problem. They combine successfully multiple visual SLAM missions performed
repeatedly over time in the same environment. Authors set the goal, which consists in tens
to hundreds of repeated missions, and the experiments are conducted in different indoor and
outdoor sessions. This work is a great example of the comprehensive quantitative assessment and
confronting the problem of perceiving large environment through a different approach combining
multiple similar experiments.
Authors in [Konolige et al., 2011] show that just integrating the IMU in a loosely coupled
structure with VO can dramatically improve the long term accuracy of the VO. Further im-
provements of the VO, such as novel scale-space features, sparse bundle adjustment, can upgrade
the IMU/VO fusion to an alternative to the standard IMU/GPS approaches to car navigation.
Moreover, the error statistics of the described IMU/VO fusion perform better than the standard
GPS-based fusion for over distance up to 10 km on a vehicle running up to 5 m/s.
Dynamic changes play a crucial role also when navigating in urban environment. This prob-
lem is addressed by authors in [Ku¨mmerle et al., 2013] where they propose a navigation system
for pedestrian-like autonomous robot maneuvering in a city environment. They utilize a set of
laser range finders, an IMU, a GPS receiver, a priori known map, and variant of the Particle
Filter to perform SLAM in a city with crowded streets. In such surroundings, they have to deal
with the vegetation detection, dynamic obstacles tracking, 3D obstacles detection, or vibration-
based ground classification to properly navigate the robot. In the end, they demonstrate the
performance in a 3 km long experiment, where the robot successfully moves through the city.
For the given goal, there remain unsolved problems partially originating from the platform de-
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sign constraints (e.g., running over uneven terrain), but mainly from the dynamically changing
environment (e.g., fast moving objects, objects falsely perceived as not traversable).
Partial capability of autonomous behavior is also demonstrated by authors in [Chowdhary
et al., 2013]. For a GPS-denied navigation and real-time closed-loop control, they implement
an EKF-based fusion of IMU, monocular VO, and a sonar. The autonomy includes especially
landing and take off maneuvers of multiple types of the UAVs in both outdoor and indoor envi-
ronments, and real-world conditions. To perform well in longer experiments, they implement a
novel algorithm to manage a database of visual features based on the confidence in each measure-
ment. These results confirm the sustainability of using the IMU/VO for autonomous GPS-denied
environments.
A 6-DOF pose estimation deployed on a quadruped system combining the stereo-camera,
IMU, odometry, and optional intermittent GPS position updates within the EKF is capable of
reaching 1 % position error of distance traveled [Ma et al., 2015]. Authors in this work report,
that this specific version of the EKF is the most tested of any quadruped systems with up to
32 hours of robot operation and over 124 km of robot travel. As this type of robot was developed to
carry load, such endurance and localization performance is particularly important for autonomous
following a human leader. According to our opinion, this is by far the most elaborate experimental
evaluation we have encountered in the field of mobile robotics.
2.3.2 Search and rescue
Search and rescue is another area where the localization is a crucial step towards autonomous
behavior. As the mobile robots are deployed more and more frequently in such missions, the
focus is maintained especially on cooperation with professional rescue teams, usually firefighters.
Research concerning area of search and rescue focuses on partial autonomy, which helps to lower
the workload of the tele-operation. Lowering the operator burden can be represented by im-
plementing semi-autonomous behavior. Such improvements are reported for instance in [Okada
et al., 2011], where the flippers7 of the robot are controlled autonomously using 3D scanning; or
in [Ellekilde et al., 2007], where the 3D scanning ensures a clear and understandable information
given to the end user.
As the disaster site during a search and rescue mission is usually not safe for any platform,
researchers aim for multi-robot cooperation to mitigate the disadvantages of a single-platform
deployment. For instance, authors in [Michael et al., 2012] present a team of ground and aerial
robots. One UGV with sensor suite allowing generation of the 3D maps, second UGV with a he-
lipad and a quad-rotor on-board. The aerial robot is used to explore areas otherwise unreachable
by the UGVs and performed only when landing and take-off is possible. The goal of such coop-
7One or two pairs of sub-tracks allowing the ground robot obstacle traversing.
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eration is to generate 3D multi-floor maps to analyze if there are any structural reinforcements
needed.
Similar 3D mapping using a tracked UGV is presented by authors in [Nagatani et al., 2011].
They also define a set of milestones for a multi-robot cooperation: autonomous traversal of uneven
terrain, development of a system for the continuous acquisition of the 3D data of the environment,
coverage path planning, centralization of map data obtained by multiple robots, and fusion of
map data obtained by multiple robots.
A method for robust and efficient loop closure in harsh large-scale search and rescue envi-
ronments is demonstrated in [Kleiner and Dornhege, 2007] and utilizes deployed radio-frequency
identification makers for landmark data association and slippage-sensitive odometry for 2D pose
tracking. Despite the fact, that the markers have to be deployed before the mission, they present
computationally efficient method for building elevation maps. This method utilizes an EKF for
3D pose tracking based on laser scan matching supported by the VO and can be applied in
real-time while navigating on rough terrain.
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Table 2.1: State estimation reference list. Provides the summary of related work and used
algorithms, sensors and platforms.
State estimation algorithms
EKF [Konolige et al., 2011] [Bachrach et al., 2011] [Ma et al., 2015]
[Bry et al., 2012] [Kleiner and Dornhege, 2007]
[Yi et al., 2007] [Anousaki and Kyriakopoulos, 2004]
[Dissanayake et al., 2001] [Galben, 2011] [Morales et al., 2009]
UKF [Galben, 2011] [Sakai et al., 2009]
PF [Ku¨mmerle et al., 2013] [Bry et al., 2012]
[Yoshida et al., 2010] [Suzuki et al., 2010]
Application
GPS-denied [McDonald et al., 2013] [Konolige et al., 2011]
[Chowdhary et al., 2013] [Bachrach et al., 2011] [Kubelka et al., 2015]
Long-term autonomy [McDonald et al., 2013] [Konolige et al., 2011]
[Michael et al., 2012] [Ma et al., 2015]
Search and rescue [Michael et al., 2012] [Nagatani et al., 2011]
[Okada et al., 2011] [Ellekilde et al., 2007]
[Kleiner and Dornhege, 2007] [Kubelka et al., 2015]
SLAM [McDonald et al., 2013] [Ku¨mmerle et al., 2013]
[Bachrach et al., 2011] [Michael et al., 2012]
[Nagatani et al., 2011] [Ellekilde et al., 2007]
[Kleiner and Dornhege, 2007]
Sensory set
IMU/GPS [Dissanayake et al., 2001]
IMU/ODO [Michael et al., 2012] [Kleiner and Dornhege, 2007]
[Yi et al., 2007] [Anousaki and Kyriakopoulos, 2004]
[Endo et al., 2007] [Borenstein and Ojeda, 2009]
[Lamon and Siegwart, 2004] [Chugo et al., 2008]
IMU/ODO/VO [Shen et al., 2011] [Sakai et al., 2009]
IMU/ODO/VO/GPS [Ma et al., 2015]
IMU/VO [Konolige et al., 2011] [Chowdhary et al., 2013]
IMU/Laser [Ku¨mmerle et al., 2013] [Michael et al., 2012]
IMU/ODO/Laser [Yoshida et al., 2010] [Suzuki et al., 2010]
IMU/VO/Laser [Bachrach et al., 2011]
MU/ODO/VO/Laser [Kubelka et al., 2015]
IMU/Laser [Bry et al., 2012]
ODO/Laser [Nagatani et al., 2011] [Okada et al., 2011] [Zhuang et al., 2011]
VO [McDonald et al., 2013] [Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011]
[Rodriguez F et al., 2009]
VO/Laser [Ellekilde et al., 2007]
Platform
Ground [McDonald et al., 2013] [Konolige et al., 2011]
[Ku¨mmerle et al., 2013] [Yi et al., 2007] [Ma et al., 2015]
[Anousaki and Kyriakopoulos, 2004] [Endo et al., 2007]
[Borenstein and Ojeda, 2009] [Dissanayake et al., 2001]
[Galben, 2011] [Lamon and Siegwart, 2004]
[Chugo et al., 2008] [Rodriguez F et al., 2009]
[Yoshida et al., 2010] [Zhuang et al., 2011] [Kubelka et al., 2015]
Aerial [Chowdhary et al., 2013] [Bachrach et al., 2011]
[Bry et al., 2012] [Shen et al., 2011]
Collaborative [Michael et al., 2012] [Nagatani et al., 2011]
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2.4 Fault detection in mobile robotics
The field of robotics and autonomous systems often addresses the problem of failure identification
by fault detection and isolation (FDI) methods [Pettersson, 2005]. Goal of the FDI is to maintain
the ability to continue functioning after a sensor, actuator or mechanical failure has occurred—
one of the most important problems in development of reliable and robust robots [Roumeliotis
et al., 1998]. According to [Gertler, 1998, p. 3] fault is defined as an anomaly in behavior of
the monitored system and can be detected (indication that something is going as not expected),
isolated (locating the faulty component) and identified (determination of magnitude of the fault).
Mobile robots used in real-world situations must deal with many uncertainties. Generally,
there are various ways in the robotics community to address the FDI problem:
• quality inspection of the provided information [Brunner et al., 2013],
• equipping platforms with redundant information sources [Sundvall and Jensfelt, 2006,Men-
doza et al., 2012],
• monitoring the information flow between the control and actuation [Christensen et al.,
2008],
• monitoring the reliability of resources [Morales et al., 2008],
• proper recognition and modeling of the sensor and mechanical failures [Goel et al., 2000].
In the following sections, we focus mainly on anomaly detection, which can be specified as
monitoring of the sensory information and proper recognition of sensor failures.
2.4.1 Anomaly detection
Anomaly detection, a subpart of the FDI, addresses the task of finding patterns that do not
conform to expected behavior [Chandola et al., 2009]. There has been a lot of effort put into
identification of such disturbances in a broad range of different applications, e.g., network security,
fraud alert, medical domain, etc. [Dua and Du, 2011].
For the purpose of differentiating fault detection approaches in this thesis, we further divide
the anomaly detection into implementations using standard and machine learning techniques.
Standard FDI techniques implementing anomaly detection can be divided the into following
groups [Hwang et al., 2010]:
• residual generation (observer methods, Kalman filter, nonlinear systems, etc.),
• decision tools (such as cumulative sum algorithm, generalized likelihood ratio test)
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• reconfiguration (multiple or adaptive model approach).
The machine learning techniques are mostly dependent on previously gathered data and allow
the development of anomaly detection methods, that are non-parametric, or even adaptive to the
changes in the monitored system [Ahmed et al., 2007]. The goal of machine learning is defined as
developing an algorithm that learns to perform specific task from the past experience and this task
can be handled in supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised or reinforcement manner [Bishop
and Nasrabadi, 2006]. Approaches utilizing the supervised learning are usually provided with
an training set8 and the algorithm tries to learn the hypothesis function9. The unsupervised
approach is given only the raw data and tries to find the hidden structure within and represent
the data in more informative way. Finally, in the reinforcement learning, the algorithm receives
a feedback that gives a reward after some action. Therefore, the focus of this approach is aimed
to the on-line functionality.
The availability of previously seen measurements can be exploited for improving the state
estimates, reliability, robustness, or for gaining crucial information related directly to the state
estimation problem. Since we build on our expert-labeled datasets of UGV experiments and
exploit both standard and machine learning methods, following section presents works related
especially to the standard statistical tests, and supervised and unsupervised machine learning
applied in the field of anomaly detection.
2.4.2 Methods for anomaly detection
Methods for anomaly detection can utilize both statistical tests and machine learning techniques.
In this section, we provide a review of the commonly used methods from both areas with the
application in the multi-sensor data fusion.
A typical application of the statistical tests is presented in [Soule et al., 2005] with the
focus on supervising large-scale network traffic. Authors study the network traffic patterns by
anomaly detection based on Kalman filter residuals. They examine four different threshold based
schemes: the instantaneous residual traffic to a threshold, inspection of the residual mean (using
cumulative sum algorithm and generalized likelihood ratio test), changes in variance estimated
by the Kalman filter, and multi-scale variance shift using a wavelet transformation approach.
Authors also comment on the drawbacks of their validation methodology – labeling the time line
by visual inspection and synthetic validation data sets. According to their evaluation, the first
approach can introduce errors such as missing anomaly or generating false alarms in the detection.
Despite the second approach may provide perfect control over the data sets, it may not cover the
real-world behavior. The difference between the real and synthetic data set is also apparent in
8A labeled set consisting of input and output values.
9A mapping from the input to the output value.
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the comparison of the analyzed methods. Authors report slight inconsistency in the performance
when evaluating methods on both data sets, meaning that the synthetic data set does not exactly
mirror the real-world problem. Despite the fact that the method detecting changes in the mean
estimates introduce a lag before reaching a decision, it performs best in the final comparison.
Another case of using statistical decision in a multi-sensor data fusion is demonstrated in
[Caron et al., 2006]. The aim of the work is to develop a GPS/IMU fusion algorithm with a
possibility of erroneous data rejection. In order to have a supervised fusion process, authors
define a contextual space for sensor validation and use fuzzy logic to determine the reliability of
the observed GPS data. The validity domains are based on the standard Mahalanobis distance10
qi and a χ2 distribution test, checking the distribution of sum of squares of the independent
normally distributed random variables. These tests assume unusable sensor readings, if the value
qi is beyond a threshold defined by a 95 % confidence level of the χ2 distribution. Authors also
suggest that the work should be investigated further for subset testing allowing more observations
to be used to remove erroneous measurements.
Mahalanobis distance is a popular choice in the field of Kalman filtering applied in robotics
[Bloesch et al., 2013]. It provides more robust version of the filter just by thresholding the
innovations. Moreover, if it is appropriately chosen (e.g., hand-tuned for a particular data set),
it leads to near-optimal filtering [Ting et al., 2007].
The problem of dealing with non-Gaussian distribution of the innovations in the Kalman
filter is addressed in [Ndong and Salamatian, 2011]. Authors state that in practice, the innova-
tion process cannot be expected to be white and Gaussian, since the observed data themselves
frequently break this property. Such a statement is based on the results, which repeatedly indi-
cated a large number of false alarm detections, when assuming the process to be Gaussian and
white. Therefore, authors assume that the real distribution of the residuals is an ensemble of
Gaussians (i.e., a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) estimated by the Expectation Maximization
iterative algorithm), and that there is a time dependency captured by a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). With this approach they achieve decrease of the false alarm rates. The residual sequence
is distributed into k clusters using the GMM method and afterward classified by the HMM into
several states, each being formed with part of the k families, to find the temporal dependencies
above the components.
Similar issue of detecting abnormal behavior via combination of several measurements in the
Kalman filter is reported in [Knorn and Leith, 2008]. In addition to a self-tuning Kalman filter
estimating the CPU usage, authors incorporate a moving average for straightforward smoothing
of the log likelihoods of the past measurements. The results indicate that such a standard signal
processing yields significantly more robust anomaly indicator than a decision based only on a
10A scale-invariant distance that takes the variance of the variable into account.
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single time instance. However, the expertise in setting a threshold is still required and based on
data series inspection.
A method for finding a threshold for anomalous pattern rejection is proposed in [Sagha et al.,
2013]. Generally, it consists of creating an anomaly free training set and learning the thresh-
old automatically as the maximum value of a particular indicator. This represents the one-class
classification on imbalanced data, where outliers or anomalous patterns are discarded, thus no
longer distracts the training phase. Authors present a decision process in an ensemble of clas-
sifiers where each of them detects undesired observations in the data sets. Classifiers combined
together increase the robustness of the entire system. Given two techniques, distance and infor-
mation based, they decide if the classifier is healthy or anomalous. The first approach uses the
averaged Mahalanobis distance between each classifier and the final fusion output, and compares
the difference with a predefined threshold. The second approach tracks changes in the mutual
information11 of a classifier with the rest of the classifiers. These two methods are compared to
the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test and one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM). As the
authors comment, the one-class SVM is very sensitive to the chosen parameters12, which are set
experimentally according to the detection accuracy. Authors state, that their approach is com-
parable to the GLR and SVM, and does not need to monitor the raw data, as it only processes
the decisions made by the classifiers.
A modified SVM classifier is presented in [Amer et al., 2013] to address the problem of one-
class SVM sensitivity to the parameters and outliers in unsupervised learning. There are following
steps that contribute to the robustness of the classifier: the slack variables13 are modified to shift
the boundary towards normal points, thus outliers are no longer support vectors; explicit outlier
suppression mechanism (using additional outlier parameter variable, that makes sure the outliers
do not contribute to the optimization objective) is introduced. Authors compare their solution
to the standard one-class SVM, nearest neighbor method, histogram based outlier score, and
clustering algorithms. In the comparison, the modified one-class SVM performs better than
cluster and histogram-based outlier factors. Despite the fact that SVM parameter tuning raises
the time complexity, it is shown that SVM based algorithms, especially one-class version, can
perform reasonably well for unsupervised outlier detection.
11A method, which quantifies the shared information between two random variables.
12The upper bound of the fraction of the training data considered as outside of the hyperplane, and the
bandwidth which affects the smoothness of the decision boundary.
13A measure in soft margin SVM, which specifies the degree of misclassification
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Table 2.2: Anomaly detection reference list. Provides the summary of related work and
used algorithms.
Rule-based [Soule et al., 2005] [Caron et al., 2006]
Mahalanobis distance [Caron et al., 2006] [Sagha et al., 2013]
[Ting et al., 2007] [Bloesch et al., 2013]
χ2-distribution [Sagha et al., 2013] [Caron et al., 2006]
Log-likelihood ratio [Sagha et al., 2013] [Knorn and Leith, 2008]
Information theory [Sagha et al., 2013]
Linear/Logistic regression
Neural networks (NN) [Goel et al., 2000]
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Amer et al., 2013]
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [Amer et al., 2013]
Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) [Laxhammar et al., 2009]
One-class SVM (OCSVM) [Amer et al., 2013] [Sagha et al., 2013]
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Ndong and Salamatian, 2011]
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [Ndong and Salamatian, 2011] [Laxhammar et al., 2009]
2.5 Terrain recognition for ground vehicles
We introduce the problem of the robotic terrain classification (RTC) [Tick et al., 2012] as it often
represents the combination of state estimation and machine learning methods—very similar to
what we pursue in this thesis. For a ground vehicle, terrain recognition is an important part of
the autonomous behavior [Tick et al., 2012]. The most common problem for ground vehicles using
odometry is the drift of the trajectory estimates caused by slip and skid events occurring during
the motion of the vehicle on harsh terrain (e.g., sand, soil, gravel, etc.). This drawback can be
partially remedied by extending the sensory set by complementary modalities, either incremental
such as visual and range-finding, or absolute positioning such as GPS and fixed beacon-based
system. However, if the vehicle is able to detect these problematic areas, it can consequently
avoid them, reduce speed, or modify the navigation strategy with the overall goal of improving
the belief about its state.
Most of the RTC approaches are based on features extracted from either visual or inertial data
and discriminating the terrain according to a training set. As the visual data processing is often
computationally demanding and in many cases used for other purposes (e.g., visual odometry,
object tracking), the vision-based RTC represents the smaller part of deployed solutions. A typical
approach is given in [Howard and Seraji, 2000], where the stereo camera is used together with
fuzzy logic to detect the terrain roughness (i.e., smooth, rough, rocky) and slope (i.e., flat, sloped,
step). Final actions control is based on traversability labels and navigation rules. There are also
approaches combining both visual and inertial data. In [Weiss et al., 2008] authors use the SVM
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on the texture-based histogram features to classify the terrain in front of a mobile robot into 14
classes. The vibration data from accelerometers are used to verify the former prediction with the
use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based features. Similar method of combined classifiers is
shown in [Halatci et al., 2007], where the Bayesian Classifier fusion is applied to two GMM and
SVM processing the color and texture of the image, and vibration propagating through a rover
wheel for a planetary exploration rover. Authors report average accuracy of 84 % for the fused
classifiers, which is an improvement of 8 % over vibration and image only.
When it comes to the features derived solely from inertial data, most authors use the ac-
celerometers, which provide natural information about the surface irregularities when traversing
them. The dependency of the classification performance on the speed of the vehicle is pointed
out in [Weiss et al., 2006] along with the fact, that suspension mechanism or soft wheels dampen
the vibrations and the distinctiveness decreases. Authors use the SVM and features derived from
power spectral density, FFT, and time domain, resulting in total misclassification rate of 5 %.
Their work continues in [Weiss et al., 2007], where the SVM is proved to work well in comparison
with neural networks, naive Bayes, decision trees and k-nearest neighbor for an outdoor robot
driving between 0.2 and 0.6 m/s. The gained knowledge about the surface type is then utilized
in [Komma et al., 2009], where authors extend the previous work to rely not only on one single
classification, but on several consecutive observations. They apply a Bayes filter that improves
the prediction performance by involving the classification history. A problem of feature selec-
tion is addressed in [Tick et al., 2012] and authors use an audio toolbox to extract more than
800 features from acceleration and angular rate measurements. These are narrowed down by
sequential feature selection to a set of 15 to 20 most useful ones, that are utilized to train a linear
Bayes classifier. A popular technique, neural networks, is evaluated for terrain recognition using
IMU measurements in [Jitpakdee and Maneewarn, 2008] and reported to work with 80 % and
100 % accuracy when classifying the surface into 5 categories (flat, rugged, incline, grassy, and
unclassified). Neural networks are also utilized in [Giguere and Dudek, 2011] in an unusual setup
that consists of a metallic rod with a single-axis accelerometer, which is passively dragged along
the surface. Authors compare the results with various time domain features (mean, variance,
skewness, kurtosis, fifth moment, different threshold crossings, sum of variation over time, sum of
higher half of amplitude spectrum) for both supervised (90 % accuracy for a 1 s window) and un-
supervised neural networks (75 % accuracy for a 1 s window). Another frequently used technique,
the principal component analysis (PCA), is studied in [Brooks and Iagnemma, 2005, DuPont
et al., 2008] and used for feature extraction and especially for the dimension reduction.
The ubiquitous speed dependency of vibration features, which is rarely discussed and often
solved as setting the speed constant, is commented in [Coyle et al., 2011,Collins and Coyle, 2008].
The attention is paid to the non-constant speed distribution that requires collecting large data
sets for algorithm training. Contribution of motor action and different sensory modalities to
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discriminative ability of a RTC system applied in a legged robot is discussed in [Hoffmann et al.,
2014]. It is pointed out that the gait regime of the robot (i.e., pattern of movement) should not be
neglected and rather form gait-sensor feature combinations to improve the RTC discrimination
performance.
Recent development in RTC aims for self-learning frameworks [Santamaria-Navarro et al.,
2015], where the terrain model is progressively updated on-line Combining different sensor modal-
ities brings advantages also in the RTC area. Especially popular choices are for instance based
on the radar data (using methods such as GMM and Mahalanobis distance) or monocular vision.
The vision is in this work supervised by a radar classifier and trained in a modified color space
more robust to changes in the light intensity.
Combination of a low-level and high-level RTC appears in [Milella et al., 2015] with the goal
of generating traversability maps for the computation of optimal paths. Full 3D RTC in outdoor
environments is divided into two modules: low-level heuristic detection of non-traversable areas
(obstacles and holes) in front of the robot using a time-of-flight sensor; and a module using 3D
LIDAR-based point cloud for high-level supervised classification in a cloud map. Authors exploit
Gaussian processes (both classification and regression), trained with either positive samples only,
or hand-labeled data. With only two features (local roughness, slope) the Gaussian process
models achieve better performance than naive parametrization or SVM implementations with
different kernels.
Authors in [Reinstein et al., 2013] contrary to standard RTC aim for direct terrain-based
correction of the odometry estimates of a skid-steer vehicle. The work uses the linear regression
to predict a coefficient, which is derived from the odometry and ground truth data, and defined
as a scaling factor correcting the position estimates. This way, the trained regression successfully
reflects the influence of the different types of surface on the performance of the odometry, instead
of just perceiving the type of the terrain.
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Table 2.3: Terrain classification reference list. Provides the summary of related work and
used algorithms.
Rule-based [Howard and Seraji, 2000]
Mahalanobis distance [Santamaria-Navarro et al., 2015]
χ2-distribution [Santamaria-Navarro et al., 2015]
naive-Bayes [Hoffmann et al., 2014] [Milella et al., 2015]
Linear/Logistic regression [Reinstein et al., 2013]
Neural networks (NN) [Weiss et al., 2007] [Jitpakdee and Maneewarn, 2008]
[Giguere and Dudek, 2011]
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Weiss et al., 2008] [Halatci et al., 2007] [Weiss et al., 2006]
[Weiss et al., 2007] [Komma et al., 2009]
[Hoffmann et al., 2014] [Milella et al., 2015]
Gaussian Processes (GP) [Milella et al., 2015]
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [Weiss et al., 2007] [Komma et al., 2009]
Singular Value Decomposition [Coyle et al., 2011]
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Brooks and Iagnemma, 2005] [DuPont et al., 2008]




This dissertation investigates methods for pose estimation of a skid-steer mobile robot intended
for search and rescue operations. The main goal is to provide a framework for relative local-
ization of a multi-modal (i.e., multi-sensor) system and improve the framework with machine
learning methods to obtain more accurate and reliable outcome. This thesis presents following
contributions:
1. Development of data fusion for mobile robot state estimation.
In order to represent the state of a mobile robot, we implement the relative localization, the
dead-reckoning The objective is to find a reliable state estimation technique for observing
the state of a vehicle (e.g., position, velocity, and attitude). Since different approaches
to the architecture of a state estimator lead to different performance and computational
demands, we seek the best possible solution and deploy the extended Kalman filter in
various forms.
2. Development of anomaly detection framework for the multi-modal data fusion
framework.
Incremental pose estimation is prone to measurement errors, because they accumulate
in time. General idea is to overcome the errors or disadvantages by deploying multiple
sensory modalities and exploiting their complementary properties. In pursuing the goal of
the best possible dead-reckoning, the measurements have to be monitored and anomalous
observations, which spoil the pose estimate, have to be handled properly. Thus, we develop
an anomaly detection system supporting the multi-modal state estimation framework. We
apply the standard techniques intended for monitoring of the Kalman filter observations
and go beyond by exploring different state-of-the art machine learning methods.
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3. Testing of the frameworks on real platform and in real-world scenarios
Last contribution of this thesis is related to both previously stated aims—thorough testing
on challenging datasets and in real-world scenarios. We feel that this step is a fundamental
part of every application involving a mobile robot. Therefore, we verify and evaluate
the proposed algorithms by the means of real-world, preferably long-term experiments in
a challenging environment. All of the algorithms are evaluated with the data gathered
by a real platform—a skid-steer mobile robot intended for search and rescue missions. We
compare the results quantitatively against ground truth data (if available). The verification






4.1 Summary of the contributions
This chapter contributes mainly to the first contribution of the thesis (see Chapter 3). We analyze
and evaluate different modeling approaches based on the direct and indirect form of the extended
Kalman filter, well proven and reliable technique. We propose architectures combining the EKF
with a complementary filter (CF), a state estimation technique, which was introduced in [Kubelka
and Reinstein, 2012] for attitude estimation. We build these comparisons on the experience
gained in the previous work applying Kalman filtering in a legged robot localization [Reinstein
and Hoffmann, 2011,Reinstein and Hoffmann, 2013].
Total of four EKF configurations are examined for performance, computational burden, ob-
servability and consistency, and are deployed in a search and rescue mobile robot equipped with
inertial measurement unit and velocity encoders. This way we combine two proprioceptive modal-
ities, the IMU and the odometry (velocity encoders), which create a dead-reckoning localization
able to localize the mobile robot with up to a certain performance limit. This performance limit
is evaluated experimentally and is estimated to be around 4% of the final position error of the
total distance driven (e.g., average of 4 m final position error for a 100 m trajectory). We also
address the third contribution of the thesis by performing the evaluation on datasets gathered in
both indoor and outdoor experiments with more than 4 km of distance traveled.
We show that despite the proposed EKF-CF hybrid architectures are sub-optimal and do not
provide uncertainties estimates for all states, they are reliable, light-weight and sufficient dead-
reckoning implementation of the pose estimation. This chapter focuses on the following aspects
and brings the following contributions:
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• correction of the odometry and overall transformation of the odometry-based localization
from planar 2D to full 3D solution (6-DOF pose estimation)
• deployment of the stable attitude estimates from the complementary filter in dead-reckoning
localization
• enhancing the standard IMU/ODO models by non-holonomic constraints
• lowering of the computational burden by combining estimation techniques
• thorough experimental evaluation
• implementation of selected EKF algorithm for on-board processing in NIFTi project1 and
deployment in rescue missions consisting of reconnaissance of earthquake-affected areas2
4.2 Publication
The work is represented by a publication with modified formatting and follows on the next page.
1EU FP7 NIFTi. ”NIFTi project summary” YouTube, Jul 28, 2015. https://youtu.be/zygydwIE6s4
2For more details see the European Commission Memo, Aug 18, 2015, http://europa.eu/rapid/
press-release_MEMO-12-620_en.htm
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Abstract This paper presents evaluation of 4 different
state estimation architectures exploiting the extended
Kalman filter (EKF) for 6DOF dead reckoning of a mo-
bile robot. The EKF is awell proven and commonly used
technique for fusion of inertial data and robots odome-
try. However, different approaches to designing the ar-
chitecture of the state estimator lead to different perfor-
mance and computational demands. While seeking the
best possible solution for the mobile robot, the nonlin-
ear model and the error model are addressed, both with
and without acomplementary filter for attitude estima-
tion. The performance is determined experimentally by
means of precision of both indoor and outdoor navi-
gation, including complex structured environment such
as stairs and rough terrain. According to the evalua-
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tion, the nonlinear model combined with the comple-
mentary filter is selected as a best candidate (reaching
0.8 m RMSE and average of 4 % return position error
of distance driven) and implemented for real-time on-
board processing during a rescue mission deployment.
Keywords urban search and rescue · complementary
filter · extendedKalman filter
1 Introduction
The recent progress in sensor technologies and increase
in onboard computational power brings new demands
and pushes the limits of navigation of autonomous robots.
Mobile robots are becoming increasingly more reliable
and hence more popular even for complex missions such
as Urban Search and Rescue (USAR). In general, there
exist a number of different solutions to data fusion for
localization and navigation, making it often unclear
when deciding for one that ensures optimal performance.
Moreover, the performance is influenced not only by the
choice of the platform, its morphology and the sensor
suite, but also by environment and mission specifica-
tions. Development of the system for USAR missions
aims primarily on human-robot teaming, especially de-
ploying an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) (see skid-
steer robot UGV in Fig 1) in a close cooperation with
professional rescue teams. The mission, in which the
testing UGV was deployed and used one of the EKF
architectures proposed in this paper, consisted of recon-
naissance of earthquake-affected areas2(refer to (Krui-
jff, G.-J. et al. 2014) and (Kruijff et al 2012) for details
about the USAR challenge and mission, respectively).
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In order to ensure reliable performance, explore the dis-
aster site, and perform high quality 3D mapping of the
environment (such as in (Mobedi and Nejat 2012)) re-
liable dead reckoning development was essential. Since
the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is a well proven and
commonly used state estimation technique (Ma et al
2012; Arsenault et al 2011), the motivation for this pa-
per lied mainly in seeking the most suitable EKF ar-
chitecture. To our best knowledge, we are convinced
no such comparison of estimation architectures cover-
ing EKF-based dead reckoning was carried out for mo-
bile skid-steer robots intended for real USAR missions.
Thus, the results of the analysis might prove beneficial
to anyone asking the fundamental question: What is ac-
tually the best way to implement the EKF? Therefore,
objective of this paper lies in comparing four different
approaches: a nonlinear model (Nemra and Aouf 2010)
and an error model (Shin 2005), each with and with-
out acomplementary filter (CF) for attitude estimation
(Kubelka and Reinstein 2012; Vasconcelos et al 2011).
The performance of attitude estimation using the CF
was thoroughly evaluated as part of our previous work
in (Kubelka and Reinstein 2012), including testing of
various filters to cope with inertial signals strongly af-
fected by vibration. In this work, dead reckoning is
represented by estimation of the six degree-of-freedom
(6DOF) pose of the UGV, using the proprioceptive sen-
sors only: odometry obtained from motor encoders and
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) that consists of
accelerometers and gyroscopes providing specific force
and angular rate measurements (Titterton and Weston
1997, p. 26). As it was shown repeatedly, the combi-
nation of IMU and odometry is a popular technique to
localize a mobile robot even in case of dynamic legged
robots (Reinstein and Hoffmann 2011). It generally al-
lows high sampling and processing rate, usually without
excessive computational load. However, there are draw-
backs, such as inertial navigation drift and wheel slip
(Cook 2011, p. 249), which reflect also to the princi-
ple of dead reckoning. Therefore, substantial effort has
been made to investigate improvements through slip es-
timation, velocity constraints (Yi et al 2007; Endo et al
2007), odometry derived constraints (Dissanayake et al
2001), or innovative motion models (Galben 2011). We
have also addressed the slip compensation problem in
(Reinstein et al 2013); however, our aim is not to de-
velop a dead reckoning with bounded position error,
which is in principle not achievable using propriocep-
tive sensors only (Aghili and Salerno 2013). Therefore,
most of the state-of-the-art 6DOF IMU and odometry
dead reckoning solutions require other supporting sen-
sor systems, especially exteroceptive, to assure desired
precision and reliability given by the target application;
for example see (Aghili and Salerno 2013; Song et al
2011; Shen et al 2011; Morales et al 2009). The con-
tributions of this paper are: first, providing the reader
with analysis regarding the performance of different ar-
chitectures for state estimation using the EKF; second,
extending our previous work about the CF for attitude
estimation (Kubelka and Reinstein 2012) to full 6DOF
dead reckoning; third, testing in both indoor and out-
door structured environment (including stairs and other
obstacles); and fourth, implementing the best approach
for onboard processing in the Robot Operating System
(ROS) (WillowGarage 2012b). This paper is structured
as follows: Section 2 covers details regarding the the-
ory and methodology. Section 3 presents experimental
results and performance evaluation. Section 4 provides
implementation details. Conclusions are given in Sec-
tion . All the symbols used can be found in Table 1.
Fig. 1 Skid-steer mobile robot (the UGV) for search and
rescue operations developed by BlueBotics (www.bluebotics.
com) as part of NIFTi project.
2 Theory and methodology
2.1 Extended Kalman Filter
The EKF is a linearized extension of the Kalman filter
that estimates the states of a process and their uncer-
tainty from noisy data. The EKF algorithm was imple-
mented using the standard equations (see (Grewal and
Andrews 2011, p. 178) for more details and relevant
notation in Table 1). Assuming a discrete-time system
model disturbed by normally distributed noise:
xk = fk−1(xk−1,uk−1) +wk−1, wk−1 ∼ N(0,Qk−1) (1)
zk = hk(xk) + vk, vk ∼ N(0,Rk) (2)
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Table 1 Nomenclature
b body-frame; origin: UGV’s center of mass;
x, y, z x-axis pointing forwards, y-axis pointing
right, z-axis pointing down
n local navigation-frame; origin: UGV’s
N,E,D initial position; N -axis pointing north,
E-axis pointing east, D-axis pointing down
x,P state vector, estimation error
covariance matrix
x+;x−; ∂x a priori; a posteriori; error value of x
u, z input and measurement vector
f, h process and measurement model function
F,H partial derivative matrices (Jacobians)
K Kalman gain matrix
w,v;Q,R process and measurement: noise vectors;
covariance matrices
k discrete time step
03×3, I3×3 3× 3 zero and identity matrix
p,v,a position, velocity and attitude vector
(m; m/s; deg/s)
fb, ωb specific force and angular rate vector
(m/s2; deg/s)
φ, θ, ψ Euler angles: roll, pitch, yaw (deg)
Cnb body to navigation frame
transformation matrix
EKF is initialized with following expected values of





0 = E[(x0 − x+0 )(x0 − x+0 )T ] (3)
The EKF algorithm can be described in two steps
using the following discrete-time equations: 1) Time up-
date: Predicted (a priori) state is computed; state tran-













2) Measurement update: Observation Jacobian and
Kalman filter gain are computed; a priori estimates
with the measurements are combined to provide the
a posteriori state and covariance estimates:
Hk ≈ ∂hk
∂x












k +Kk(zk − hk(x−k )), P+k = (I−KkHk)Pk)− (7)
x+k = x
−
k +Kk(zk − hk(x−k )), P+k = (I−KkHk)Pk)− (8)
The EKF relies on assumption of approximate equal-
ity of the estimated state between the two consecutive
time steps. The state prediction and update propagates
through the nonlinear system functions and the state
and observation errors propagate through a separate
linearized system, which is formulated as Taylor series
about the estimate.
2.2 Process Models
Four different schemes for data fusion using EKF are
presented in this paper and shown in Fig. 2 (see rele-
vant notation in Table 1). Two different system process
modeling approaches were investigated the nonlinear
model (NLM) and the error model (ERM), see Fig.2 a
and Fig. 2 c for implementation without the CF (stan-
dard solutions), and Fig. 2 b and Fig. 2 d for the im-
plementation with the CF for attitude estimation (de-
noted as the grey block in Fig. 2). The CF was intro-
duced in (Kubelka and Reinstein 2012) and proved to
be an effective algorithm, where the attitude determi-
nation is based on fusion of gravity vector determined
from specific forces via a coarse alignment algorithm
(see (Titterton and Weston 1997, p. 282)), and Euler
angles (roll, pitch and yaw) computed as integration of
angular rates. First, the nonlinear model (for details see
(Nemra and Aouf 2010)) is based on coordinate frames
transformation (where the nonlinearities are caused by
the direction cosine matrix) and numerical integration
of the IMU outputs. It handles navigation states (po-
sition in navigation frame, velocity in body-frame and
Euler angles) directly. For the purpose of UGV navi-
gation, the centripetal acceleration corrections can be
neglected.
Second, the error model, derived by linearizing the
nonlinear differential equations using perturbation anal-
ysis and thoroughly described in (Shin 2005), is based
on a 15-state concept, expanding the estimates of posi-
tion and velocity in navigation frame, and attitude er-
rors (i.e., the difference from the expected value) with
the biases of the inertial sensors (the actual sensor er-
rors). The data fusion must be completed with an error
control loop, which provides corrections to the naviga-
tion states computed using the differential navigation
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Fig. 2 IMU and odometry (ODO) data fusion schemes for the EKF: a) with nonlinear model (NLM), b) with nonlinear model
and CF for attitude estimation (NLM+CF), c) with mechanization (MECH) and error model (ERM), d) with mechanization
(MECH), error model and CF for attitude estimation (ERM+CF); x and z are the state and measurement vectors
equations named as mechanization by (Rogers 2003, p.
74), Unlike in the case of the nonlinear model, it is nec-
essary to implement the mechanization, because the er-
ror model provides only corrections, not the actual nav-
igation states. Every time the corrections are fed back
to the mechanization, the EKF state vector must be
set to zeroes. Considering the solutions enhanced by the
proposed CF (Kubelka and Reinstein 2012), which pro-
vides stable estimates in pitch and roll channels, there
is no need to estimate the attitude angles (or attitude
corrections) and biases of the gyroscopes within the
EKF model, since the feedback of the complementary
filter assures stability and drift suppression. Therefore,
in both the nonlinear and the error model with the CF,
the state vector consists of position and velocity esti-
mates or their respective error estimates.
2.3 Measurement Model
The measurement model is based on the standard body
frame odometry model transformed to the navigation
frame (see Table 1 for details about frames). Since the
UGV is bounded to the surface, it is said to be governed
by nonholonomic constraints, which can be exploited
to aid the estimation of IMU alignment (Dissanayake
et al 2001). These constraints are incorporated into the
measurement model, such that no side slip and no ver-
tical movement (such as free fall) is assumed along the
body frame lateral y-axis and vertical z-axis, respec-
tively. Therefore, 3D odometry model is implemented as
follows: the tracks and UGVs body are aligned, there-







b [ 0.5(vL + vR) 0 0 ]
T (9)
where vL,vR are the velocities of the left and right
tracks respectively, and the nonholonomic constraints
are incorporated as zero values in the y and z compo-
nent of the displacement vector. The body to navigation
frame transformation matrix is defined as:
Cnb =
 cθcψ sφsθcψ − cφsψ cφsθcψ + sφsψcθsψ sφsθsψ + cφcψ cφsθsψ − sφcψ
−sθ sφcθ cφcθ
 (10)
where φ, θ, ψ are the roll, pitch and yaw angles
(Euler angles), and cθ = cos θ, sθ = sin θ etc. The
EKF measurement vector for both the NLM and the
NLM+CF, see Fig. 2 a, consists of velocity in the
navigation frame. In case of the ERM and the
ERM+CF, the measurement vector is produced as the
difference between the velocity computed by the mech-
anization, and odometry-determined velocity, both ex-
pressed in navigation frame, as shown in Fig. 2 c. How-
ever, the wheel slip along the body frame x-axis is still
apparent, and the model cannot compensate for it.
2.4 Observability Analysis
Observability analysis determines, whether a state can
be estimated from available measurements (Farrell 2008,
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p. 85). Observability rank tests were implemented ac-
cording to (Weiss et al 2012; Shin 2005) along with the
inspection of behavior of the estimation error covari-
ance matrix. The observability analysis of the 9 navi-
gation states in both the NLM and the ERM revealed
the following conclusions about the attitude (also cor-
responds to results in (Weiss et al 2012)): roll and pitch
angles are observable with respect to navigation frame
due to gravity measurement provided by IMU; the yaw
angle becomes unobservable with respect to the naviga-
tion frame when the system becomes stationary. Based
on these conclusions, an odometry derived motion con-
straint was introduced to reduce the drift in the unob-
servable yaw. As the odometry directly indicates when
the UGV is stationary, an artificial limit to constant
heading was utilized and proved to eliminate the drift
in the unobservable yaw angle. Since the velocity is pro-
vided to the EKF as measurement, its covariance con-
verges quickly; therefore the velocity estimation error is
bounded. This does not reflect the cases, when the UGV
is exposed to maneuvers on harsh terrain causing slip-
page; however, compensating it is not aim of this work
(we address it separately in (Reinstein et al 2013)).
Consequently, the position related covariance diverges
in all four approaches, as it should in any other dead
reckoning approach that lacks (in principle) the abso-
lute position measurements (Aghili and Salerno 2013).
This is covered in detail in (Grewal and Andrews 2011,
p. 277) and confirms that additional position measu-
rements are necessary to achieve observable position
estimates.
2.5 Filter Initialization, Tuning, and Consistency
Initialization sequence requires the UGV to be station-
ary for some time. During this interval, the coarse align-
ment algorithm (see (Titterton and Weston 1997, p.
282)) is used to determine roll and pitch angles from
averaged specific forces. Along with the initial attitude,
biases of the gyroscopes are estimated as the average of
the static angular rate measurements. This requires at
least 1 minute averaging and optimally 3 minutes (pro-
viding appropriate bias estimates for 20 minute experi-
ments). Initial position of the UGV always corresponds
with origin of the local navigation frame and initial ve-
locity is set to zero, as well as their initial covariance
matrices. Filter consistency is defined as convergence of
the estimate to the true value (BarShalom et al 2001,
p. 232). If the estimator is inconsistent, estimates are
not reliable, because their accuracy is unknown. As the
process of choosing noise covariance matrices (referred
as filter tuning) is often based on the tradeoff between
obtaining consistent filter and small estimation errors
(BarShalom et al 2001, p. 243), the noise covariance
matrix was tuned such that both real-time consistency
tests involving the zero-mean innovation test and the
innovation whiteness test (BarShalom et al 2001, p.
240) were passed. Subsequently, the process noise co-
variance matrix was adjusted to achieve small estima-
tion error with respect to the ground truth. Consistency
of the position estimate was checked via the inspection
of the covariance and the progress of position error (see
an example for a 2D experiment using the NLM+CF
approach in Fig. 3). The summary of the EKF initializa-
tion parameters (state vector, error covariance matrix,
process noise covariance matrix and measurement noise
covariance matrix) is given in Table 5.
3 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the navigation performance of all four ap-
proaches, series of indoor and outdoor navigation ex-
periments in complex structured environment were per-
formed. The testing UGV was a mobile skid-steer robot
(see Fig. 1) designed for USAR operations and devel-
oped as apart of the NIFTi project concerning mainly
human-robot cooperation. The UGV is equipped with
the following sensors used in this approach: Xsens MTi-
G unit (inertial data at 90 Hz) and motor encoders (left
and right track velocities at 15 Hz). The evaluation of
experiments was performed oﬄine in MATLAB and ac-
cording to the results, the best performing architecture
was then implemented in C++ for ROS.
Fig. 3 Position and standard deviation estimates used for
filter tuning with respect to the position reference; one of
the 2D tracked experiments as obtained using the NLM+CF
approach.
The experiments involved four types of field-testing
environments namely the 2D tracked outdoor experi-
ments (planar; evaluated with respect to ground truth
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Table 2 Experiment datasets
Experiment 2D Hallway Stairway Outside
name Tracked
Average
63 110 90 195
distance (m)
Vertical
0 0.3 5.0 2.0
difference (m)
Average
180 450 750 1200
duration (s)
trajectories3 available only for the 2D tracked dataset),
indoor experiments on hallway (UGV exploring aground
floor corridor inside a building) and stairway (extended
to climbing of wooden staircase and descending at slope
of 20 deg), and outside environment (long-term driving
through a natural environment including hillside and
stair climbing). All datasets are referred to using the
corresponding labels. In the case of 3D experiments,
ground truth was not available and hence the UGV was
driven back to the exact starting position each time.
Therefore, the return position error and the return atti-
tude error were evaluated instead of RMSE with respect
to a reference. The total distance travelled during the
2D experiments was 2.2 km (35 experiments), and 2 km
during the 3D experiments (5 experiments for each 3D
field-test). Average characteristics of each experiment
type are concluded in Table 2.
3.1 A. Example of Results: The Stairway Experiment
One of the typical datasets collected during the stair-
way experiment was chosen to demonstrate the per-
formance by comparing the attitude and position esti-
mates. In the stairway experiment the UGV was driven
forward from the initial location to the stairs, then the
UGV climbed up to the second floor, turned left, con-
tinued forward to the turning point and returned along
a similar path to the initial position.
Attitude estimates that were obtained during the
stair descent using all the approaches are shown in
Fig. 4 (please note, that the NLM+CF and the
ERM+CF exploit the same CF for attitude estimation,
thus the figure shows only the CF attitude instead).
There are minor differences in roll and pitch channels
for the NLM and the CF approaches. Although the
ERM performs locally inconsistently, overall stability is
ensured and depends mainly on the filter tuning. The
3 The ground truth was obtained using top-down camera
tracking of the UGV. The precision of the video tracking
system was determined experimentally to be 15 cm ± 12 cm
within a 15 m × 10 m outdoor area.
Fig. 4 Euler angles for the stairway experiment stair descent
(680 to 745 seconds zoom) as obtained using all attitude ap-
proaches
Fig. 5 North-East (x-y) and Down-East (z-y) projections of
the 3D trajectory for the stairway experiment as obtained
using all four approaches
major contribution to the position error in dead reck-
oning rises from the yaw estimates. All approaches pro-
vide slightly different yaw angle during the stair descent
and overall experiment. The consequence can be seen in
the trajectory estimates shown in Fig. 5 (position pro-
jected to 2D North-East and Down-East directions),
where all the North-East horizontal turns should be
nearly perpendicular. In the used dead reckoning, the
overall trajectory precision depends mostly on attitude
estimates. Another type of positioning error is appar-
ent at the ground and first floor in the Down-East view
in Fig. 5, where slipping of the tracks during climbing
and descending contributes also to the different vertical
position estimates.
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Table 3 Average Summary of the Performance Evaluation:
2D RMSE, Return Position Error (RPE) of distance driven,
Return Attitude Error (RAE) of roll and pitch Angles
Approach 2D Hallway Stairway Outside
Tracked
RMSE RPE RAE RPE RAE RPE RAE
(m) (%) (deg) (%) (deg) (%) (deg)
NLM 0.92 5.2 0.24 3.5 0.23 5.1 0.15
NLM+CF 0.79 4.1 0.21 3.3 0.23 4.7 0.13
ERM 0.98 4.8 0.70 3.1 0.58 5.8 0.65
ERM+CF 0.87 4.1 0.21 3.6 0.23 4.7 0.13
Table 4 Computational Load Analysis (MATLAB)
NLM NLM+CF ERM ERM+CF
EKF cycle
0.8 1.0 2.3 2.1
duration (ms)
Table 5 EKF Initialization Parameters
Nonlinear model
x0 [06×1 φ0 θ0 ψ0 ]T
P0 diag([06×6 0.05× I3×3 ])




P0 diag([06×6 0.01× I9×9 ])
Qk diag([09×9 σ2accI3×3 σ2gyrI3×3 ])
Rk 10−3 × I3×3
diag constructs block diagonal matrix;
σ2acc = 5× 10−4 m2/s4 and σ2gyr = 5× 10−4 rad2
stand for accelerometer and gyroscope noise variances
determined experimentally from static measurements
3.2 Performance Evaluation
To demonstrate relative performance, all the collected
datasets were evaluated statistically, averaging and con-
cluding all the experiments in Table 3. The RMSE in
2D position (determined as the RMSE of the north and
east position), the average return position error of dis-
tance driven, and the average return attitude error of
roll and pitch absolute differences, show that the ap-
proaches with the CF outperform the standard ones
for both the nonlinear model and the error model im-
plementation.
The computational load analysis of all the four ap-
proaches was also performed. The results in Table 4
(evaluated in MATLAB 2012a running on PC with Intel
Core i7 2.6GHz, 8GB RAM) indicate that the most de-
manding error model with mechanization consumed ap-
proximately 2 times more computational time than the
nonlinear model. In the NLM+CF and the ERM+CF,
the state vectors are reduced as discussed in Section 2.2,
thus the EKF computational load is lower, especially
for the ERM+CF. According to the results concluded
in Table 3 and Table 4, the NLM+CF approach was se-
lected as the best candidate for the onboard processing
in ROS Fuerte version WillowGarage (2012b).
4 Implementation Details
Since the reader should benefit not only from the knowl-
edge gained from presented experimental evaluation,
this section provides more general remarks about the
implementation. The NLM can be considered as the
most straightforward EKF navigation algorithm, based
on suboptimal equations estimating position in the nav-
igation frame, velocity in the bodyframe and attitude in
Euler angles. Thus, this process model ensures straight-
forward debugging and EKF tuning. The ERM and
mechanization represents computationally demanding
but precise navigation algorithm designed to cope with
coning and sculling effects in inertial sensors, Corio-
lis and gravity corrections, Earths rate and transport
rate (please consult terms with (Shin 2005) and (Tit-
terton and Weston 1997, p. 335)). The reader should
consider the mechanization with ERM when desiring
such complex solution providing position and velocity
corrections in the navigation frame and attitude cor-
rections as a direction cosine matrix compensation. On
the other hand, the filter tuning has to be performed
experimentally and is directly connected with the pre-
cision of the ground truth and number of experiments.
Using inertial sensors only, the CF proved to provide
stable and reliable roll and pitch angles for the UGV
platform, where no significant centripetal acceleration
occurs (Kubelka and Reinstein 2012). The combination
with the above mentioned NLM and ERM allows to
exploit attitude estimation with the EKF maintaining
reduced state vector consisting only of position and ve-
locity estimates or corrections, respectively. ROS is a
cross-platform middle-ware that uses publish-subscribe
messaging system for data exchange and communica-
tion over TCP sockets between processes (ROS nodes),
regardless the machine they are running on. Therefore,
the real-time implementation consisted of a single C++
node subscribing to wheel encoders and IMU readings
(published asynchronously over a CAN bus), comput-
ing the NLM+CF algorithm and publishing the nav-
igation data for further utilization. The internal ROS
time-stamps were used for proper process synchroniza-
tion and an OpenCVMatx template class for appropri-
ate matrix management and operations (WillowGarage
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2012a). The average EKF cycle duration of final real-
time implementation of the NLM+CF approach on-
board the UGV (Intel Core2Quad CPU Q9100 2.26 GHz,
8GB RAM) was approximately 40µs.
5 Conclusion
This paper presents a comparison and experimental
evaluation of four different EKF-based estimation ar-
chitectures for dead reckoning of a mobile robot pro-
viding data from inertial measurement unit and wheel
encoders. The dead reckoning was realized using the
EKF with the nonlinear model and the error model,
both with and without a complementary filter for atti-
tude estimation. Field testing in indoor and outdoor en-
vironment was carried out to select the best candidate
in terms of navigation performance and computational
load. According to the results, the nonlinear model with
complementary filter was selected as the best approach,
running 2 times faster than the error modelbased ap-
proaches, and reaching 0.8 m RMSE and average of 4 %
return position error of distance driven. It was then
implemented in C++ for onboard processing in ROS.
With this algorithm implemented, the robot was then
deployed in a real USAR mission in Mirandola, Italy
(for further details see (Kruijff et al 2012)).
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Chapter 5
Improving Multi-modal Data Fusion
by Anomaly Detection
5.1 Summary of the contributions
This chapter covers mainly the second and third contributions of the thesis (see Chapter 3). We
build on the previous work, where the inertial and odometry measurements are combined with the
exteroceptive sources of complementary information for incremental pose estimation—a camera
and laser scanner [Kubelka et al., 2015]. Such a rich sensory set is prone to different nature of
errors—exteroceptive modalities are influenced or even corrupted by the dynamics of the vehicle
and surrounding environment.
As the fusion of multiple sensory data generally leads to more robust and precise solution, the
individual exteroceptive modalities have to be investigated for their correctness. The common
practice related to EKF monitoring is to apply standard statistical tests on the observations or
residuals, and reject those measurements that do not pass the tests. In practice, detecting such
anomalies is a complicated task and therefore, here lies our major contribution. We go beyond
simple thresholds or statistical tests by exploring different machine learning approaches and by
using our rich datasets1 with ground truth data. We also show that this extension handles serious
local disturbances and rejection of these disturbances vastly improves the overall performance,
even in case of operating in challenging environment. In this work we focus on following objectives:
1The datasets are publicly available at https://sites.google.com/site/kubelvla/
public-datasets
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• multi-modal data fusion extension to exteroceptive measurement monitoring (anomaly de-
tection)
• comparison of the common practice approaches and different supervised machine learning
approaches
• demonstration of the anomaly detection effectiveness in challenging indoor and outdoor
environment
5.2 Publication
The work is represented by a publication with original formatting and follows on the next page.
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Abstract If we aim for autonomous navigation of a
mobile robot, it is crucial and essential to have proper
state estimation of its position and orientation. We al-
ready designed a multi-modal data fusion algorithm
that combines visual, laser-based, inertial, and odomet-
ric modalities in order to achieve robust solution to a
general localization problem in challenging Urban Search
and Rescue environment. Since different sensory modal-
ities are prone to different nature of errors, and their
reliability varies vastly as the environment changes dy-
namically, we investigated further means of improving
the localization. The common practice related to the
EKF-based solutions such as ours is a standard sta-
tistical test of the observations—or of its correspond-
ing filter residuals—performed to reject anomalous data
that deteriorate the filter performance. In this paper we
show how important it is to treat well visual and laser
anomalous residuals, especially in multi-modal data fu-
sion systems where the frequency of incoming observa-
tions varies significantly across the modalities. In prac-
tice, the most complicated part is to correctly iden-
tify the actual anomalies, which are to be rejected, and
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therefore here lies our major contribution. We go be-
yond the standard statistical tests by exploring different
state-of-the-art machine learning approaches and ex-
ploiting our rich dataset that we share with the robotics
community. We demonstrate the implications of our re-
search both indoor (with precise reference from a Vicon
system) as well as in challenging outdoor environment.
In the final, we prove that monitoring the health of the
observations in Kalman filtering is something, that is
often overlooked, however, it definitively should not be.
Keywords localization · Kalman filter · multi-modal
data fusion · anomaly detection · mobile robots
1 Introduction
In this work, we seek for an improvement in localiza-
tion of a mobile robot (see Fig. 1) by inspecting measu-
rements provided to a state estimation algorithm. We
wish to achieve more accurate and robust estimates of
the robot pose (i.e., attitude, velocity, and position).
We seek for a classifier that identifies an anomalous
measurement and thus supports the pose estimation,
which is in our case realized using an extended Kalman
filter (EKF) combining proprioceptive (inertial measu-
rements and velocities of the tracks) and exteroceptive
(visual and laser measurements) modalities. In the con-
text of state estimation, we define the anomalous mea-
surements as those, which cause significant deviation of
the state estimates from the true values. Consequently,
anomaly detection is understood as a process that en-
sures identification and rejection of these defective ex-
teroceptive pose data before they are processed by the
estimation framework and spoil the localization. Since
we use both statistical and machine learning methods,
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the key to successful evaluation of our anomaly detec-
tion is having rich datasets with precise and accurate
external reference for attitude and position, such as cap-
tured using the Vicon system (for this purpose we ex-
ploit our publicly available datasets, see Section 4.1).
To avoid confusion, we would like to stress out that
our multi-modal data fusion utilizes only relative ob-
servations (raw pose measurements or increments). Nei-
ther proprioceptive nor exteroceptive pose measurements
exploit any kind of predefined map, loop closures or
other prior knowledge that could correct the pose infor-
mation before it is processed in the EKF update step.
We primarily aim to improve the localization by miti-
gating the pose drift that accompanies any such data
fusion without absolute corrections. Moreover, we con-
sider the proprioceptive sensors—inertial measurement
unit (IMU) and track odometry—as the primary sen-
sory set for the mobile robot localization, which was
previously proved to localize the robot up to a cer-
tain performance limit influenced especially by the yaw
angle drift and track slippage (Reinstein et al 2013;
Simanek et al 2014). To complement the proprioceptive
set, we exploit the exteroceptive measurements, which
provide corrections leading to more robust estimates.
We claim that inspecting the Kalman filter residuals
(i.e., difference between predicted and real measure-
ments) generated by the exteroceptive sensory set and
rejecting real-world disturbances is particularly essen-
tial for long-term navigation and autonomous behavior
no matter which platform is used.
During our previous work in urban search and res-
cue (USAR) scenarios, we encountered frequent abnor-
mal patterns in the visual odometry attitude (VO),
and laser range finder attitude and position estimates.
These usually occurred as a consequence of unexpected
environmental effects or modality failures (e.g., dynami-
cally changing conditions, terrain obstacles, limited range
of view, low visibility). For this reason, we were mo-
tivated to investigate means of detection and subse-
quent rejection of such anomalous measurements and
we extend our previous work regarding EKF-based mo-
bile robot localization and adaptive odometry (Kubelka
et al 2014; Simanek et al 2014; Reinstein et al 2013; Re-
instein and Hoffmann 2013; Kruijff et al 2012). Further-
more, the aspect of inspecting EKF residuals is often
overlooked in common practice or a simple threshold
based approach is applied. In that case, threshold has
to either be manually tuned for all of the EKF states or
implemented as a statistical measure (e.g., chi-squared
statistics test). In both cases, the detection performance
was repeatedly referred as arguable (Ting et al 2007;
Ma et al 2012).
Our major contribution lies in the in-depth analysis
of the detection and resolution of anomalous measu-
rements in EKF-based multi-modal data fusion frame-
work. We propose several possible solutions using su-
pervised machine learning: Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) modified by a Mahalanobis distance-based de-
cision, one-class Support Vector Machines (SVM), and
logistic regression. We compare them to each other as
well as to the common practice approaches—covariance
and chi-squared threshold tests. We evaluate classifier
performance by the means of true positive rate and true
negative rate on the indoor datasets labeled with the
use of a precise and accurate referential system. Finally
we deploy the best classifier in several complex test-
ing environments, such as urban park, disaster training
site or dense forest, and evaluate the localization per-
formance.
This paper is structured as follows. Related work
is addressed in Section 2. Section 3 briefly introduces
the data fusion used in our mobile robot and summa-
rizes methods we use for anomaly detection. Section 4
provides details regarding experimental setup used for
gathering data, as well as results achieved. The results
are concluded in Section 5.
Fig. 1 The skid-steer mobile robot. See Section 3 for details
about the sensory set and multi-modal data fusion.
2 Related work
In this overview we focus on two areas: mobile robot
localization—multi-modal data fusion without any prior
knowledge about the surroundings or absolute measu-
rements (e.g., GPS measurements, known map or land-
marks, loop closures); and anomaly detection within
the context of state estimation.
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2.1 Multi-modal localization
Since our mobile robot is a ground vehicle, the most
used and basic means of localization is the wheel or
track 2D odometry. Odometry usually provides 2D pose
estimates without excessive computational load at the
cost of unbounded and significant error growth (Endo
et al 2007). Since the standalone odometry drifts rapidly
(especially in the case of a skid-steered vehicle) and pro-
vides only planar localization, it is often complemented
by inertial measurements (Yi et al 2007), slippage es-
timation (Endo et al 2007), or odometry derived con-
straints (Dissanayake et al 2001). Generally, it is desired
to aid the proprioceptive pose estimates by exterocep-
tive measurements to provide more accurate and reli-
able results, but still with unbounded error growth.
Visual odometry (Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer 2011)
acts as one of the exteroceptive modalities and provides
aiding for the IMU and odometry fusion (Shen et al
2011); however, at the high computational costs that
have to be investigated (Rodriguez F et al 2009). An-
other type of such sensor modality is the laser scanner,
which can provide dense 3D point clouds used for map-
ping, or scan-to-scan translation and rotation estimates
allowing robot pose estimation (Pomerleau et al 2013;
Yoshida et al 2010; Suzuki et al 2010).
The well established and popular (Go¨rner and Stelzer
2013; Yi et al 2007; Dissanayake et al 2001) state esti-
mation algorithm—the Kalman filter—excels in work-
ing with a uni-modal distribution parametrized by mean
and covariance, providing state as well as its uncer-
tainty estimates (BarShalom et al 2001, pp. 381–394).
Majority of the mobile robotics application use the ex-
tended or unscented Kalman filters (UKF), where the
UKF compared to EKF does not require the deriva-
tion of Jacobians. The computational complexity of the
UKF is higher (Chen 2003), which makes it less feasi-
ble for running the state estimation in real-time and
on-board for large state space. Particle filters are a
suitable alternative for localization especially for non-
linear systems with non-Gaussian noise. However, they
require even higher computational power than the UKF
(Gustafsson et al 2002).
2.2 Anomaly detection in the context of state
estimation
Anomaly detection addresses the task of finding pat-
terns that do not conform to expected behavior (Chan-
dola et al 2009). There has been a lot of effort put into
rejection of such disturbances in a broad range of dif-
ferent applications (e.g., network security, fraud alert,
medical domain, etc. Dua and Du 2011).
Within the field of robotics the problem of system
failures identification is often referred to as fault de-
tection and isolation (FDI) (Pettersson 2005). Fault is
defined as an anomaly in behavior of the monitored
system and can be detected (indication that something
is going as not expected), isolated (locating the faulty
component) and identified (determination of magnitude
of the fault) (Gertler 1998, p. 3). A reliable robotic
system must deal with many uncertainties that can be
handled by FDI, e.g., by quality inspection of the pro-
vided information (Brunner et al 2013), comparing in-
formation providers (Sundvall and Jensfelt 2006), us-
ing information flow between the control and actuation
(Christensen et al 2008), monitoring the reliability of re-
sources (Morales et al 2008), or proper recognition and
modeling of the sensor and mechanical failures (Goel
et al 2000).
Failures in the exteroceptive perception systems are
one of many sources of uncertainty in mobile robot
localization. In visual odometry or laser point cloud
processing, outliers often occur in the frame-to-frame
or scan-to-scan motion estimation process. It is cru-
cial to implement outlier removal before the motion
estimation step (Howard 2008) and monitor the im-
age (point cloud) quality to prevent perceptual failures,
which cause large localization errors (Brunner et al 2013).
An established standard for model estimation in the
presence of outliers is represented by the RANSAC based
algorithms (Fraundorfer and Scaramuzza 2012; Kono-
lige et al 2011). Despite the search for outliers is not
the concern of our paper, a brief review has to be given
to distinguish them from our exteroceptive-based pose
anomalies we detect.
The most common fault detection approaches in
robotics employ observer-based monitoring of the sys-
tem and one of the most popular observers is repre-
sented by the Kalman filter (Pettersson 2005). Reme-
dies for faulty measurements provided to the Kalman
filter may include adjustment of the filter noise matri-
ces (Sarkka and Nummenmaa 2009; Borges and Aldon
2003), smoothing algorithms (Agamennoni et al 2011)
or other modifications. These aim to make the Kalman
filter estimates more robust by considering heavy-tailed
non-Gaussian distributions, re-sampling or weighting
techniques (Ting et al 2007; Borges and Aldon 2003).
Most of these modifications are still dependent on the
undesired data detection, noise identification, or require
modified versions of the Kalman filtering algorithms.
Traditional statistical methods used for Kalman filter
monitoring are based on the filter innovations (i.e.,
residual between the real and estimated measurement)
(Hwang et al 2010; Soule et al 2005) and assume that
the residuals are zero-mean Gaussian processes with
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given covariance. When the filter is optimal and con-
sistent (BarShalom et al 2001, p. 232), residuals can
be checked if they are generated from a chi-squared
distribution (Ali and Ushaq 2009; Caron et al 2006;
Sukkarieh et al 1999). However, in practice one may
struggle to tune the filter properly, since not all the fil-
ter assumptions are met, as reported for instance during
fusion of VO and IMU attitude (Ma et al 2012).
There exist machine learning alternatives to the
standard inspection of the measurements. These are
applied in many areas (Chandola et al 2009), such as
trajectory tracking and monitoring (Laxhammar et al
2009), or human activity recognition monitored by clas-
sifier ensembles (Sagha et al 2013). The idea of combin-
ing anomaly detection and state estimation appeared
also in the area of filter self-tuning for automated CPU
usage monitoring (Knorn and Leith 2008).
It was pointed out by Ndong and Salamatian (2011)
that anomaly detection under the assumption about
Kalman filter innovations (i.e., white and Gaussian
process) produce large amount of false alarms and
that innovations should be rather considered a mix-
ture of Gaussians. In general, data driven anomaly de-
tection exploits both supervised (utilizing data labeled
as normal and anomalous) and unsupervised methods
of learning (especially clustering and nearest neighbor
methods) (Tsai et al 2009).
3 Methodology
In the following methodology sections we, first, describe
measurements provided by the robot sensory set. Sec-
ond, we review the data fusion framework and provide
a brief summary of the EKF equations and filter tun-
ing (see Kubelka et al (2014) for further explanation).
Third, we present the anomaly detection concept along
with both statistical and machine learning methods.
3.1 Proprioceptive measurements
Proprioceptive measurements are in our case provided
by inertial measurement unit (IMU) and track odome-
try.
The IMU uses gyroscopes and accelerometers to
provide angular rates and accelerations at 90 Hz in all
three dimensions. Processing of the IMU data includes
integration of angular rates to obtain attitude informa-
tion and double integration of accelerations to obtain
velocity and position, respectively. Both are known to
be exposed to a time related drift, however gyroscope
integration holds over longer periods of time and can be
aided by accelerometers in the roll and pitch channels
to suppress the drift (Kubelka and Reinstein 2012). In
contrast, accelerometer integration is always prone to
severe drift, therefore usage of the position estimates is
restricted to very short time intervals and we primarily
correct this drift by incorporating track odometry.
Second type of proprioceptive sensor, incremental
rotary encoder, provides us the velocity of right and
left tracks at 15 Hz. Since the odometry heading infor-
mation degrades quickly due to skid-steer character of
driving, we incorporate only the speed in the robot for-
ward direction in our model. The slippage still affects
both velocity and position, and if not corrected, these
quantities are prone to unbounded error growth.
The main disadvantage of combining IMU and
odometry lies in unbounded yaw and spatial drifts.
Since we do not use any absolute pose measurements,
we can only rely on other relative sources of aiding. Be-
cause the exteroceptive measurements are usually ex-
posed to different sources of errors, we exploit them to
aid the attitude and position estimates.
3.2 Exteroceptive measurements
Exteroceptive measurements are provided by
panoramic camera and rotating laser scanner.
Camera images are processed by visual odometry
(VO) (Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer 2011; Svoboda et al
1998; Divis 2013), which provides us relative rotation
between two consecutive panoramic images sampled at
2.5 Hz. Implementation uses OpenCV1 Orb keypoint de-
tector, 5-point RANSAC and sliding window bundle
adjustment refinement (Ku¨mmerle et al 2011). In the
case of omnidirectional camera, the most needed yaw
angle aiding is well conditioned, since the image corre-
spondences are significant in the majority of the omni-
directional image. However, there are many occasions
where the VO attitude deteriorates: changing environ-
ment, camera occlusion, loss of image correspondences
due to low-textured surfaces, insufficient or extensive
illumination of the scene, or inadequate VO bandwidth
with respect to robot dynamics (e.g., quick turns).
High density 3D point clouds produced by the
rotating laser scanner are processed by the Itera-
tive Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay
1992; Pomerleau et al 2013) (implementation uses
libpointmatcher2). It provides us relative translation
and rotation between two consecutive scans sampled at
0.3 Hz. As in the case of VO, there are situations, where
1 Open-source computer vision library http://opencv.
org/.
2 Open-source ICP library https://github.com/
ethz-asl/libpointmatcher.
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the laser information may fail or deteriorate, especially
in harsh environment, where an obstacle may cause the
rotating laser to stop, or frequent indoor/outdoor tran-
sitions or large moving objects occur. The main prob-
lem is the low sampling rate of the laser pose infor-
mation, which is in our case the only modality that can
correct the error accumulated during the track slippage.
3.3 Data fusion scheme
In our multi-modal data fusion (originally published in
Kubelka et al (2014)), we exploit the EKF in feedback
form (Farrell 2008, p. 209) to fuse several sensor modali-
ties sampled at significantly different frequencies to esti-
mate robot pose in a local coordinate frame (see Fig. 2,
the modalities are highlighted in gray).
The robot is modeled as a rigid body moving
through space with no dissipative forces. Following sen-
sors are used in our data fusion: IMU Xsens MTi-G
containing low-grade 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis
gyroscope; caterpillar track odometer; omni-directional
Point Grey Ladybug3 camera; and continuously rotat-
ing SICK LMS-151 laser range finder capable of creat-
ing 3D scans of the environment in front of the robot.
Fig. 2 EKF based multi-modal data fusion algorithm
(Kubelka et al 2014) with integrated anomaly detection
(anomaly detection, VO and laser modalities marked in red)
3.3.1 Extended Kalman filter
The EKF in feedback form follows the error state im-
plementation inspired by Weiss (2012) where the error
state ∆x is defined as the difference between true state
and state estimate ∆x = x − xˆ. A flowchart summary
of the EKF equations is given in Fig. 3 and can be split
into following steps:
– Nonlinear State Propagation: The a priori state es-
timate xˆk|k−1 is obtained using a discretized non-
linear system model f and previous state estimate
xˆk−1|k−1.
– Error Prediction Step: The error state and error
state covariance propagation in time are computed
as follows: the a priori error state estimate ∆xk|k−1
is initialized to zeroes and a priori error state covari-
ance Pk|k−1 is estimated using previous error state
covariance, system matrix Fd and system noise co-
variance matrix Qd (both discretized by the Van
Loan method (Farrell 2008, p. 143)).
– Error Update Step: Measurements y and nonlinear
measurement model h (computes predicted measu-
rements based on current a priori state estimates)
are used to produce the measurement residuals v
(innovations)3. Measurement residuals update the
a posteriori error state estimate ∆xk|k via Kalman
gain matrix K. Kalman gain is computed using the
residual matrix S, measurement noise covariance
matrix R, measurement matrix H, and error state
covariance matrix P. Final update step involves up-
dating the error state covariance matrix to the a
posteriori form Pk|k.
– State Estimate Correction: The EKF cycle is com-
pleted by correcting the a priori state with the up-
dated error state to obtain a posteriori state xˆk|k.
Error Update Step ?? ? ?? ? ????????? ?? ? ??????????? ? ?? ?? ? ????????????? ????? ? ???? ???? ? ?? ? ???????????? 
Error Prediction Step ??????? ? ?? ? ??? ?????? ? ????????????????????? ? ?????? 
Non-Linear State 
Propagation ?????? ? ??????????? 
State Estimate 
Correction ???? ? ?????? ? ?????  
Fig. 3 Error state EKF flowchart (Kubelka et al 2014).
3.3.2 Filter tuning
The filter tuning (i.e., choosing the system and mea-
surement noise covariances) was carried out in two
phases ensuring proper filter performance. First, noise
covariances were estimated according to the measured
noise under static conditions or noise levels specified in
the manufacturer’s technical specification. Second, the
3 We exploit this difference between predicted and actual
measurements in the anomaly detection.
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noise covariances were iteratively tuned until the filter
provided the best possible state estimates with respect
to the precise and accurate reference obtained by Vicon
motion capture system (see Section 4.1).
We are aware that the consistency criteria (zero-
mean white innovations with given covariance (Simon
2006, pp. 298–301)) may not be passed and the esti-
mated covariance may end up too pessimistic or opti-
mistic. However, such use of the referential data in the
tuning process is considered a common practice and is
an alternative approach to time-consuming manual ap-
proach (Lau and Lin 2011). It also ensures the best
possible localization performance in the given environ-
ment.
3.4 Anomaly detection
3.4.1 Detection and rejection of anomalous
exteroceptive data
It is highly advised to inspect the sensor data and reject
the detected anomalous readings in the Kalman filter
framework (Grewal and Andrews 2008, p. 271). The
detection of anomalous data was in our case done by
both statistical tests and machine learning approaches
(see Section 3.4.2). All classifiers were deployed for the
real-time detection in the EKF framework and when the
anomaly was detected, the system ignored the measure-
ment that caused the anomalous behavior.
To detect anomalies by statistical tests in real-time,
we employed the information provided solely by the
EKF. First, we tracked the error state estimates and
looked for values larger than their estimated uncer-
tainty. Second, we applied a statistical measure called
chi-squared test, which monitors the innovation infor-
mation provided by the EKF.
The machine learning approaches using supervised
oﬄine learning require the ground truth labels defin-
ing whether the exteroceptive measurements (i.e., VO
attitude, laser attitude and position) are normal or
anomalous. First, we ran the EKF framework with ev-
ery experiment available in our datasets (see Section
4.1 for more details about the datasets). Second, ref-
erential pose from the Vicon motion capture system
was compared with the EKF state estimates after the
particular measurement was used for the EKF update.
In other words, we artificially matched the estimate to
the true value and tracked the progress of the precision
of estimates. Finally, if the state estimate started to di-
verge rapidly from the true value in a short time interval
(varying according to the modality sampling time), the
measurement was labeled as anomalous; the other mea-
surements were labeled as normal. Thus we ended up
with the normal data within a specific tolerance around
the true value during the fixed time interval.
Choosing the right input for the classifiers (i.e., fea-
tures) is key in supervised learning. As our anomaly
detection approach is purely based on EKF residuals,
we propose features that consist of residuals in each
dimension for particular quantity of interest (VO atti-
tude, lased attitude and position) as well as their norm.
Where whole residuals capture more the spatial depen-
dency of the difference between actual and predicted
measurements, the norm clearly indicates the distance
of measurements from their prediction. For each clas-
sifier we performed a straightforward feature selection
from the following set: residuals, norm of residuals, both
norm and residuals. Best performing subset of the fea-
tures was selected for the classification task (see Table
2).
Last but not least, there is a necessary prerequisite
of having sufficiently large datasets for learning the hy-
pothesis (i.e., the model that ensures detection of the
anomaly). In our case, we divided the experiments (see
Section 4.1 for details) as follows: 2/3 of the experi-
ments were used as a training set (for learning) and
1/3 was used as a testing set (this part of the dataset
served also for evaluation of the statistical methods).
3.4.2 Classification methods
This section introduces the methods we implemented
for anomaly detection.
State estimates and variance are checked by monitor-
ing diagonal terms of the covariance matrix P, which
correspond to estimation uncertainty of the particular
error states (Farrell 2008, pp. 217–224). Since the co-
variance matrix, unlike the state estimates, is not de-
pendent on the actual measurement data, the covari-
ance analysis can be used for anomaly detection af-
ter measurement update of the filter. If the error state
estimate is larger than a certain threshold (typically
the ±3σ boundary), the measurement is classified as
anomalous.
Chi-squared gating test (referred also as a filter consis-
tency check) is a standard procedure used in combina-
tion with the Kalman filter. It utilizes either the nor-
malized estimation error squared (NEES), which how-
ever requires knowledge about the true states, or the
normalized innovation squared (NIS) (BarShalom et al
2001, p. 232-244). In practice, there is a need for real-
time consistency check, which is often realized as mon-
itoring of the NIS  = vTS−1v, where v is the innova-
tion (residual) vector, and S is the innovation (residual)
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covariance matrix. NIS has a χ2 distribution with l de-
grees of freedom (i.e., dimension of v) (BarShalom et al
2001, p. 236) and the test is performed by comparing
the NIS to a value from the χ2 distribution table with
given confidence level and degree of freedom.
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) is a probabilistic ap-
proach that models the data as a mixture of different
Gaussian distributions. There are k Gaussian distribu-
tions parametrized by their centers µ, covariance ma-
trices Σ, and mixture proportions. The solution of find-
ing the mixture of distributions with k components was
implemented as maximum-likelihood parameter estima-
tion and found by the Expectation-Maximization algo-
rithm (Mitchell 1997, pp. 191–195).
In our approach, we estimated the GMM (i.e.,
learned their parameters) on the training data divided
into anomalous and normal samples. Both were mod-
eled by two separate mixtures and each mixture was
modeled with a number of up to three components. For
the classification, we computed the Mahalanobis dis-
tance of a incoming residual to every Gaussian in both
anomalous and normal GMM. The Mahalanobis dis-
tance is defined as dM =
√
(v − µ)TΣ−1(v − µ). The
distances were then weighted by the mixture propor-
tions of the GMM components (i.e., their estimated
probability), averaged to obtain weighted distance mea-
sures (indicating the distance of new residual to trained
anomalous and normal GMM), and the final decision
was made by comparing these two distance measures. 4
One-class SVM algorithm was introduced by
Scho¨lkopf et al (1999) as a support vector algorithm for
novelty detection. The one-class SVM assumes that the
available data are from one class, thus it can learn only
on the normal data (majority of the training dataset)
and distinguish the anomalies without knowing them.
The problem is specified in following way: given a
dataset with a probability distribution P , estimate a
subset S of the feature space, such that a previously
unseen point drawn from P lies outside the subset
S with some a priori bounded probability. One-class
SVM solves this problem by estimating a function
that is positive on S (captures most of the normal
data) and negative on the complement (anomalous
data). The one-class version of SVM is characterized
by the parameter ν which is an upper bound on the
fraction of outliers and a lower bound on the fraction
4 We used the gmdistribution class from Matlab Statistics
toolbox and fitted the GMM for number of components equal
to k = 1, 2, 3 with the standard parameters. Maximum of
3 mixtures was selected, because models with more than 3
mixtures usually resulted in negligible weights for some re-
dundant mixtures.
of support vectors. As the one-class SVM is sensitive
to the chosen parameters (Sagha et al 2013), we also
compared the default settings of the selected kernels 5
with the parameters found by a grid search: fraction
parameter ν (i.e., ν = 2−10, 2−9.5, . . . , 2−1; for all ap-
proaches); RBF parameter (γ = 2−10, 2−9, . . . , 20) and
degree of the polynomial kernel (d = 0, 1, . . . , 6). The
grid search used a 5-fold cross-validation (according
to SVM guide for practice (Hsu et al 2003)) and we
included the anomalous samples in the validation data
to obtain the training error (evaluated in the same way
as defined in Section 4.1) on a dataset including both
classes. 6
Logistic regression can solve a binary classification
problem (Murphy 2012, pp. 245–249), where model pa-
rameters are estimated by an iterative search for the
minimum of the negative log-likelihood. In our case this
was solved by the gradient descent algorithm. 7
4 Experiments and results
Our experimental evaluation consists of two parts.
First, we exploit indoor laboratory environment
equipped with the Vicon motion capture system to
gather datasets with precise ground truth8 for the clas-
sifier learning and performance evaluation. Second, we
show the impact of the best anomaly detection method
on the accuracy of actual localization in four selected
test cases from both indoor and outdoor unstructured
environment.
4.1 Classification performance
For learning of the classifiers and evaluation of their
classification performance, we tried to simulate USAR
environment, including ramps, boxes, catwalks, small
passages, etc. (see Fig. 4 that shows part of the setup).
We recorded approximately 1.7 km of indoor data with
ground truth 9; 20 runs represent standard conditions
(590 m in total), 25 runs represent failure cases of vi-
sual and laser modalities (e.g., partially blocked field of
5 We took linear, polynomial and radial basis function
(RBF) kernels in consideration.
6 We used the LIBSVM tool (version 3.17) (Chang and Lin
2011).
7 We used the fminunc from Matlab Optimization toolbox
for the minimization.
8 Data collected in a room monitored with twelve cameras
covering more than 20 m2 and giving a few millimeter accu-
racy at 100 Hz
9 The datasets are publicly available at https://sites.
google.com/site/kubelvla/public-datasets
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Fig. 4 The environment simulating USAR conditions (slip-
pery slopes, catwalks etc.)
Table 1 Learning datasets. Number of all anomalous vec-
tors, all residual vectors, and anomaly ratio.
Modality Anomalies Residuals Anomaly
ratio (%)
VO attitude 354 16871 2.1
Laser attitude 91 3477 2.6
Laser position 23 3477 0.7
view, moving object in the field of view; 1120 m in to-
tal). The number of all learning data for VO and laser
modalities is shown in Table 1, where the anomaly ratio
is the ratio of anomalies to the normal data.
4.1.1 Classification performance metrics
As our approach is a binary classification problem,
we evaluated the performance of all classifiers by
means of a standard two-by-two confusion matrix10.
The commonly used classification metrics (i.e., accu-
racy, error rate) are however not suitable for evalu-
ating our imbalanced dataset (see the anomaly ratio
in Table 1). We aimed for maximizing true positive
rate TPR = TP/(TP+FN), as well as true negative
rate TNR = TN/(TN+FP). We used these two clas-
sification metrics to maximize the percentage of pos-
itive and negative examples correctly classified at the
same time in the form of a geometric mean measure
G =
√
TPR · TNR (Kubat et al 1997).
4.1.2 Classification results
Table 2 shows performance of all classifiers over the fol-
lowing modalities: VO attitude, laser attitude and posi-
tion. The results were evaluated on the testing dataset,
10 True Positive (TP) – anomaly correctly classified as
anomaly; False Negative (FN) – anomaly incorrectly classi-
fied as normal; False Positive (FP) – normal data incorrectly
classified as anomaly; True Negative (TN) – normal data cor-
rectly classified as normal.
which was randomly selected from the whole dataset,
thus the results show generalization of the methods to
new data.
Performance of the statistical methods (covariance
analysis and chi-squared test) exhibit relatively good
results in the VO attitude modality, however with a
high number of FP. This behavior is not such an issue,
since the roll and pitch angles are primarily determined
using the IMU measurements at high rate. The high
number of FP causes covariance analysis to have the
lowest TPR of all classifiers in the attitude modalities.
Thus, it tends to incorrectly reject the normal data—
the thresholds, defined implicitly by the EKF tuning of
process and measurement noise covariances, seem to be
set too low. However, as empirically verified on all the
testing data, this behavior cannot be fixed by simply
increasing the threshold, because then the TNR is im-
proved at the expense of TPR. The lower TPR in the
chi-squared test indicates that this classifier can miss
real anomalies and let them propagate. This can be
harmful especially in the yaw angle estimation, where
no absolute corrections are available. In general, statis-
tical methods perform poorly in the case of laser modal-
ities and even fail in the laser position modality. The
main reason behind it is the nature of the laser posi-
tion measurements, which aim to correct the large error
accumulated in track odometry due to slipping. When
the laser measurement is processed, large values are in-
troduced in the position residuals, thus any threshold-
based method will classify such correction as anomalous
data.
Two of the machine learning methods—GMM
(learned with 2 mixtures) and one-class SVM (OCSVM,
learned with RBF kernel and parameters determined
via grid search)—outperform the other classifiers in all
modalities tested. On top of that, the number of FP
was lower in case of the GMM in the laser modalities.
Low number of FP is in general more significant for
the laser than visual modality, mainly due to the low
sampling frequency of the laser measurements.
Logistic regression classifier does not achieve such
performance, because there is only about 2 % of anoma-
lies present in the datasets and regression should have
reasonably balanced classes for proper learning. How-
ever, we wanted to include these results to show, how
the straightforward and popular learning approach will
perform.
4.1.3 Discussion on classification performance
We can conclude that both the covariance analysis and
the chi-squared threshold test were inferior to machine
learning techniques we proposed and both are implicitly
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Table 2 Classification results as obtained on the testing ex-
amples
Features TP TN FP FN TPR TNR G
VO attitude
COV ∆xatt, σatt 157 6773 971 12 0.93 0.87 0.901
CHI vatt,Satt 130 6867 877 39 0.77 0.89 0.826
GMM ‖vatt‖ 160 7702 42 9 0.95 0.99 0.970
SVM vatt 160 7701 43 9 0.95 0.99 0.970
REG ‖vatt‖ 47 7743 1 122 0.27 0.99 0.527
Laser attitude
COV ∆xatt, σatt 26 1170 407 1 0.96 0.74 0.845
CHI vatt,Satt 14 1429 148 13 0.52 0.91 0.685
GMM ‖vatt‖ 25 1499 78 2 0.93 0.95 0.938
SVM vatt 26 1473 104 1 0.96 0.93 0.948
REG ‖vatt‖ 4 1574 3 23 0.15 0.99 0.385
Laser position
COV ∆xpos, σpos 0 1596 0 8 0.00 1.00 0.000
CHI vpos, Spos 0 1596 0 8 0.00 1.00 0.000
GMM ‖vpos‖ 8 1574 22 0 1.00 0.99 0.993
SVM vpos 8 1488 108 0 1.00 0.93 0.965
REG ‖vpos‖ 1 1595 1 7 0.12 0.99 0.353
Note: ∆x is the EKF error state vector, v is the EKF resid-
ual vector, S is the EKF residual covariance matrix, σ is the
EKF standard deviation; ‖x‖ denotes Euclidean norm of a
vector x; subscripts att and pos denote attitude and posi-
tion elements in a vector or matrix.
COV – Covariance analysis; CHI – Chi-squared test; GMM –
Gaussian Mixture Models with 2 mixtures (best of 1, 2 and 3
mixtures); SVM – One-class SVM with RBF kernel (best
of linear, polynomial and RBF kernels; learned using grid
search); REG – Logistic Regression.
sensitive to the filter tuning. However, they were not so
demanding when searching for the best model. The only
parameter tuned was the sigma bound in case of covari-
ance analysis. Also, there is actually a drawback when
implementing the covariance test—it requires a poste-
riori error state estimate and hence the EKF measure-
ment update needs to be recomputed when anomaly is
detected. Since we deal with a multi-modal data fusion,
the pose is usually influenced by other modalities and
therefore we cannot simply skip the measurement step.
Both the GMM and the SVM methods performed
in a very similar way and generalized for the in-
door dataset (the performance on training and testing
datasets was very similar). However, the number and
range of parameters that needs to be tuned is larger
in case of the SVM (i.e., bounding parameter ν and
different kernels with associated parameters) than in
case of the GMM, where we consider only the number
of Gaussian mixtures. Thus the implementation of the
GMM was more straightforward and computationally
less demanding.
Finally, we would like to comment on the impor-
tance of fault isolation and identification—the two
stages subsequent to detection. In our case, it is not
necessary and often even not possible to identify the
Table 3 Summary of the test case experiments
Test Test∗ Test+ Test
case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4
Dist. traveled (m) 32 327 332 550
Exp. duration (min) 3 17 37 37
Elev. difference (m) 0 12 1 8
∗ Sum of 4 experiments.
+ Sum of 3 experiments.
exact cause of the anomalous exteroceptive measure-
ments since the measurements are already processed
by the VO or the ICP algorithms. Therefore in gen-
eral, inspection needs to be carried out at the lower
level, where the images or point clouds are processed.
Although isolation and identification may help the res-
cuers and operators to understand the situation, the
pose estimates will benefit mainly from the detection
part of the FDI process.
4.2 Localization performance
In this section, we demonstrate the performance in lo-
calization when solving the anomaly detection using the
GMM (with 2 mixtures modified by a Mahalanobis dis-
tance based decision). The GMM was selected as best
choice based on the results in Table 2 and advantages
mentioned in Section 4.1.3. We evaluate the localiza-
tion in four different scenarios that are most likely to
appear in USAR missions. Three of the test cases take
place in outdoor environment and are completely new
and unseen in the learning process. Section 4.2.1 in-
troduces the scenario of the robot operating in semi-
structured indoor environment. Section 4.2.2 presents
four experiments from an outdoor urban environment.
Section 4.2.3 presents three experiments from a disaster
training site with robot inspecting ruins of a building.
Section 4.2.4 demonstrates the performance during an
outdoor experiment carried out in a challenging for-
est environment. Table 3 summarizes the total distance
traveled (1241 m in total), experiment duration, and
maximum elevation difference for all four test cases.
4.2.1 Test case 1: Indoor with Vicon reference
The selected indoor experiment is a representative from
the set of the learning experiments in semi-structured
environment (see Fig. 4). We show the results with re-
spect to ground truth measurements in both trajectory
and attitude. The robot was exploring the room in an
approximately square-shaped path, however the VO ex-
perienced failures due to lack of tracked features. As
shown in red in Fig. 5, sudden loss and consequent lack
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of tracked visual features resulted in wrong VO atti-
tude measurements (represented by roll, pitch, and yaw
Euler angles). The data fusion framework with GMM
as anomaly detection successfully detected and rejected
the anomalous VO measurements (marked as gray ver-
tical lines). This prevented deterioration in the state
estimates and ensured improvement in the final po-
sition error normalized by the distance traveled (i.e.,
6.2 % for data fusion without anomaly detection and
0.8 % for data fusion with anomaly detection). This
metric is defined as efinal = ||pl − pref,l||/d, where
l denotes the last position sample and d is the dis-
tance traveled in meters. Accuracy improvement is ap-
parent also in the average position error metric de-
fined as eavg(k) =
∑k
i=1 ||pi − pref,i||/k, where 1 ≤
k ≤ total number of samples. Final eavg for data fusion
without anomaly detection is more than 3× larger than
for data fusion with anomaly detection, see Fig. 5.
4.2.2 Test case 2: Urban environment
Second test case includes outdoor experiments from an
urban environment, namely one street experiment in a
urban canyon and three experiments from a city park
including dense vegetation11, see Fig. 6. The ground
truth position of the robot in these experiments was
tracked by an external reference system Total Station
TS15 from Leica Geosystems (further refered to as
Leica reference)12. Unfortunately, the Leica theodolite
does not provide the orientation of the robot and the
position ground truth is available only when the robot
is in the direct line-of-sight with the theodolite. How-
ever, it still ensure precise position measurements even
in urban areas, which are often not suitable for reli-
able GPS ground truth measurements due to limited
sky view and multipath effects.
As in the previous case, we show the results from
all urban experiments as a projection of the trajectory
to the 2D plane accompanied by the average position
error plots. The depicted urban experiments are as fol-
lows: a rectangular trajectory on the street, bigger and
smaller lap in the park including stairs, and straight
and slightly leveled path in the park. As shown in Fig.
7, there are improvements in terms of position error in
all experiments except one, which did not include any
severe anomalies and the position error is comparable
with the standard results. In terms of final position er-
ror normalized by the distance traveled the results are
the following: 5.9 %, 6.1 %, 0.9 % and 17.9 % for stan-
11 These experiments are publicly available as well at https:
//sites.google.com/site/kubelvla/public-datasets.
12 The distance measurements are taken in continuous mode
at 7.5 Hz with measurement accuracy about 3 mm.
dard data fusion, and 0.2 %, 1.9 %, 1.5 % and 0.5 % for
data fusion with anomaly detection.
4.2.3 Test case 3: Disaster training site
The third test case demonstrates the anomaly detec-
tion during USAR experiments carried out in a scenario
where the robot was deployed to a training disaster site
of fire and rescue service in Prato, Italy (see Fig. 8 and
Fig. 11). The robot was teleoperated to assist firefight-
ers in a training mission, where the goal was to find vic-
tims in areas inaccessible or too dangerous for people.
Because the ground truth for these experiments was
not available, we show particular instances where the
applied anomaly detection contributed to the overall
localization accuracy and robustness of the estimates.
Namely, this test case includes two instances of disaster
site exploration and one instance of robot inspecting an
underground pipeline.
The state estimation results from the site explo-
ration are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The robot was
teleoperated along the training site and returned back
to initial position. There is a visible improvement in
both trajectories when using the anomaly detection.
The final position error normalized by the distance
driven is for both the training site experiments as fol-
lows: 16.0 % and 9.5 % for standard data fusion, and
1.2 % and 2.8 % for data fusion with anomaly detec-
tion. The main reason of these improvements is due to
rejecting anomalous attitude VO and laser corrections,
especially in yaw angle, which otherwise spoil the tra-
jectory. Details of such anomalous measurement rejec-
tions are shown in the Euler angles plots in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10.
The inspection experiment took place in a pipeline
of diameter slightly larger than the robot, see
Fig. 11 (e–f). As there was too dark for the VO modal-
ity, it was not used at all. Figure 12 shows the Euler
angles during the whole experiment, as well as the Euler
angles detail of a moment, when the robot drove out of
the tunnel and the laser modality experienced sudden
change from very tight area in the pipeline to a large
area in front of the tunnel. There is a visible deteriora-
tion of the roll and yaw angles around the time sample
of 181 s. This particular instance was handled well by
the data fusion due to the anomaly detection.
4.2.4 Test case 4: Outdoor forest
The last test case covers by far the most challeng-
ing environment from all our datasets. The experi-
ment took place in a hilly forest area (see pictures in
Fig. 13). The robot traversed uneven terrain covered
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Fig. 5 Indoor experiment - VO attitude failure between 115 s and 140 s (black dash-dot – Vicon reference; red dashed –
multi-modal data fusion without anomaly detection; blue – multi-modal data fusion with anomaly detection; gray vertical
lines – rejected VO attitude measurements). (Left) Shows 2D projection of the trajectories. (Middle) Euler angles. (Right)
Average position error expressed as function of time.
 
Fig. 6 Pictures from the urban experiments. (Left to Right) Detail of the Leica reference system. Street environment. Park
environment. Detail of a staircase in the park.
Fig. 7 Urban environment (black dotted – Leica reference; red dashed – multi-modal data fusion without anomaly detection;
blue – multi-modal data fusion with anomaly detection). (Top) 2D projections of the trajectories. (Bottom) Average position
errors expressed as function of time.
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Fig. 8 Pictures from disaster training site experiment.
Fig. 9 Exploration of the disaster site 1 (red dashed – multi-modal data fusion without anomaly detection; blue – multi-modal
data fusion with anomaly detection; light gray vertical lines – VO anomaly detected and rejected; dark gray dashed vertical
lines – laser anomaly detected and rejected). (Left) 2D projection of the trajectories. (Middle) Euler angles detail 1. (Right)
Euler angles detail 2.
Fig. 10 Exploration of the disaster site 2 (red dashed – multi-modal data fusion without anomaly detection; blue – multi-
modal data fusion with anomaly detection; light gray vertical lines – VO anomaly detected and rejected; dark gray dashed
vertical lines – laser anomaly detected and rejected). (Left) 2D projection of the trajectories. (Middle) Euler angles detail 1.
(Right) Euler angles detail 2.
by soil and foliage causing very high slippage. More-
over, both the vision and laser modalities were exposed
to very severe conditions. These were mainly the vege-
tation blocking both camera and laser range of view, or
the robot traversing deformable terrain introducing mo-
tions too fast to be properly sampled by relatively low
frequency of the exteroceptive modalities. Furthermore,
there were people simulating dynamic obstacles mov-
ing around the robot and partially blocking the camera
and laser scanner range of view during the whole ex-
periment.
As gathering reasonable ground truth data for such
experiment is very difficult, we attached a GPS receiver
on top of the robot, to get an approximate position in-
formation along the robot path. One sigma uncertainty
of the GPS position was experimentally determined to
be ±5 m (mainly due to dense vegetation and treetops
covering most of the sky). This result indicates that the
forest environment is almost GPS-denied case if we aim
to achieve localization precision less than the body size
of the robot.
A 2D projection of the original trajectory, trajec-
tory obtained with anomaly detection, the referential
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a b c d e f
Fig. 11 Disaster site experiment from robot point of view. (a) USAR scenario. (b) Entering collapsed basement. (c-d) In-
specting building ruins at the basement level. (e-f) Inspecting a pipeline (scene artificially lightened up).
Fig. 12 Inspection of the pipeline (red dashed – multi-modal data fusion without anomaly detection; blue – multi-modal
data fusion with anomaly detection; dark gray dashed vertical lines – laser anomaly detected and rejected). (Left) Euler
angles.(Right) Detail of the Euler angles around 181s and anomalous laser attitude corrections casued by robot returning from
the pipeline and entering large space area.
 
Fig. 13 Pictures from the forest experiment. (Left) Entering forest on the forest road. (Middle) Climbing a steep hill. (Right)
Descending into a valley (model of the robot projected into a point cloud colored using camera)
GPS trajectory with its uncertainty, and the average
position errors are shown in Fig. 14. Robot initial po-
sition was set to zero coordinates and robot proceeded
as indicated by the black arrows. It can be clearly seen
by visual inspection that the data fusion with anomaly
detection outperformed the standard one. The average
position error is computed with respect to the GPS
trajectory and the final average error for data fusion
without anomaly detection is 2× larger than the error
for data fusion with anomaly detection. On the other
hand, both trajectories are influenced by a visible yaw
estimate drift, which is however expected and common
when no absolute yaw corrections are provided.
4.2.5 Discussion on localization performance
We would like to note that in our data fusion approach
we do not have any absolute position or heading mea-
surements available—the whole framework is based on
relative measurements only—there is no loop-closure in
the VO or the ICP mapping algorithm. Therefore, the
results presented in Section 4.2 diverge from the refer-
ence in the same way as can be expected for a dead
reckoning localization approach. Based on the analysis
of our experiments, we identified that it is actually the
yaw angle that contributes the most to the overall er-
ror accumulation in this relative pose estimation. The
larger the error in yaw estimates, the larger the po-
sition error gets accumulated over time. This effect is
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Fig. 14 Forest experiment (black dash-dot – GPS; red
dashed – multi-modal data fusion without anomaly detec-
tion; blue – multi-modal data fusion with anomaly detection;
gray – experimentally determined GPS uncertainty). (Top)
2D projection of the trajectories. (Bottom) Average position
error expressed as function of time.
dramatically magnified if anomalies propagate and in-
fluence the yaw angle estimates. From the results sum-
marized in Table 4 as well as by visual inspection of
all the projected trajectories, we can conclude that the
data fusion supported by anomaly detection provides
more accurate localization results. The reason is the
anomaly detection handles most of the exteroceptive
measurements that would otherwise introduce large er-
rors.
In our previous work (Kubelka et al 2014) we in-
troduced a failure case methodology to test the ac-
tual limits of our proposed data fusion. Without the
anomaly detection, the data fusion algorithm perfor-
mance was limited as expected. Although it cannot
be exactly quantified, we hope that by including the
anomaly detection we are able to push these limits and
even pass most of the failure cases. Although it can-
not be proven, similar behavior can be expected during
deployment to similar conditions.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we extended our previous work regarding
the multi-modal data fusion for localization of a mobile
robot equipped with inertial sensors, track odometry,
omnidirectional camera and laser range-finder. Even
if the data fusion was well designed, there still occur
Table 4 Performance summary of the test case experiments
with and without anomaly detection (AD). Summary in-
cludes all experiments for which the final position error efinal
or average position error eavg metric is available.
efinal(%) eavg(m)
without AD with AD without AD with AD
Indoor 6.2 0.8 0.3 0.1
Street 5.9 0.2 2.7 0.5
Park 1 6.1 1.9 4.4 1.4
Park 2 0.9 1.5 0.6 0.7
Park 3 17.9 0.5 8.7 0.8
Train. site 1 16.0 1.2 n/a n/a
Train. site 2 9.5 2.8 n/a n/a
Forest 4.0 3.4 27.6 13.6
real-world disturbances related to the environment, no
matter which platform is used. These disturbances af-
fect significantly the exteroceptive modalities (in our
case the vision and the laser) and subsequently deteri-
orate the state estimates, causing degradation in preci-
sion and reliability of localization. We have shown that
incorporating the anomaly detection to exteroceptive
measurements is an important step towards a more ro-
bust and accurate state estimation.
We presented standard statistical tests for monitor-
ing of the EKF observations and compared them to su-
pervised machine learning approaches; namely: the co-
variance test, chi-squared test, modified Gaussian Mix-
ture Models, one-class Support Vector Machines, and
logistic regression. We demonstrated that the GMM
modified by a Mahalanobis distance decision criteria
performs the best out of the selected classifiers. This
was experimentally verified in indoor tests with precise
ground truth using a Vicon system, as well as in chal-
lenging outdoor environments. The anomaly detection
handled serious local disturbances and vastly improved
the overall performance, even in case of driving inside a
pipe or through a dense forest. Despite the necessity of
creating a labeled ground truth—which requires having
a precise reference and is a time-costly procedure—for
the supervised machine learning, we still think that the
improvements are definitely worth the effort put into
training the classifier.
Based on the results, we can conclude that anomaly
detection is an important stage of any multi-modal
state estimation framework and should not be over-
looked or underestimated using a simplified approach.
We are convinced that by having such reliable localiza-
tion, we can now pursue our desired quest for long-term
autonomy using our framework.
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Chapter 6
Gaussian Processes for Anomaly
Detection
In this chapter, we introduce an extension of the work done in Chapter 5—Gaussian Processes
(GP) for anomaly detection. First, we present the theory about regression and classification
using the GP, describe training of the GP model, and comment on computational complexity and
sparse solutions. Then we briefly review related work and introduce the methodology for using
GP for the anomaly detection. Lastly, we provide extended and thorough evaluation, where we
compare selected GP approaches with each other as well as with methods presented in Chapter 5.
6.1 Introduction
Gaussian processes, known as kriging1 in geostatistics or meteorology [Matheron, 1963], gained a
lot of awareness in the machine learning community in recent years, since it is a powerful tool for
both regression and classification problems. Essentially, Gaussian processes are a generalization of
the Gaussian probability distributions [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006, p. 2]. The GP represent
a practical tool to approach the problem of bias-variance trade-off, which can be regarded as the
trade-off between model complexity and data-fit, avoiding phenomenons known as overfitting and
underfitting [Briscoe and Feldman, 2011].
We introduce the Gaussian processes in this doctoral thesis, since the nature of the Bayesian
framework is different from the methods proposed in Section 5. Mainly, because such a framework
allows for advanced decision-making process by using both the predicted output and the uncer-
tainty. This is accompanied by the subjective Bayesian viewpoint that needs to specify knowns
and unknowns—place priors over unknown quantities, and infer the posterior distributions over
1Process of interpolating and estimating elevation information.
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the unknown data [Nowozin, 2014]. The conclusions based on the posterior distributions solve
the problem in a slightly different way—the uncertainty of predictions, in terms of predictive GP
variance, can actually be used to analyze the regression or classification output. In other words,
it tells how close is a new observation to previously observed samples; thus, how reliable are such
prediction in the anomaly rejection process.
6.2 Theory and methodology
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to Gaussian Processes in the context of machine
learning. We show how the GP can be used in the supervised learning in the form of regression
and classification for obtaining real-valued and discrete outputs, respectively. We also provide an
additional view into the problem of using Gaussian Processes for anomaly detection. Finally, we
present examples of possible learning scenarios and propose different approaches for the anomaly
detection applied in an EKF framework.
6.2.1 Gaussian process
Gaussian processes belong to the group of learning algorithms known as the Bayesian methods.
Unlike the classical machine learning algorithms, which try to identify the single best model
for the training data, the GP compute the posterior distribution over models [Do, 2007]. Such
distribution provides additional information in the form of the uncertainty of the predictions,
which can help to tell how accurate these predictions are. Since the Gaussian process model is
not a parametric model, the effective number of the parameters grows with the training sample
size (in contrast with parametric model, which transfers the information from training data into
a fixed number of parameters) [Rasmussen, 2004]. Advantage of non-parametric models2 is that
the GP allow to avoid the classical dilemma of choosing a model at appropriate complexity. The
Gaussian process model can automatically adapt its complexity to the data, which is an aspect
of great practical importance, since it simplifies the training.
A Gaussian Process can be understood as a generalization of a multivariate Gaussian distri-
bution to infinitely many variables. The Gaussian process is a distribution over functions, which
is fully specified by a mean function m(x) and covariance function k(x,x′) of a real process f(x).
2Without determining some parameters in advance. Example of such parameters can be found in setting
the number of mixtures in Gaussian mixture models.
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where E denotes the expected value operator.
According to notation from [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006, p. 13], Gaussian process can be
written as
f(x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x,x′) (6.2)
where x and x′ are either the training or the test sets, f = f(x) is the latent function value,
further concatenated in a vector of latent functions f = [f1, . . . , fn].
6.2.2 Gaussian process regression
We consider regression as a problem that aims at finding a mapping of input vectors x ∈ RD to
the output y ∈ R using labeled training data D = {(xi, yi)|i = 1, . . . , n}. Applying Gaussian
Processes for regression is specified by choosing the mean and the covariance function. The
regression mapping can be found by Bayesian inference techniques, which are employed within
the GP framework [Deisenroth, 2010, p. 9]. Bayesian inference fits the probability model to a set
of data and summarizes the result by a probability distribution of the unknown data. According
to [Quin˜onero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005], inference in the GP model puts a joint GP prior
distribution3 on the vector of training and test latent values, f and f∗, and uses Bayes’ rule to
combine the prior distribution with the likelihood p(y|f) to obtain the joint posterior distribution
p(f , f∗|y) = p(f , f∗)p(y|f)
p(y) (6.3)
where y is the vector of noisy training data. By marginalizing out the unwanted training set
of latent variables, the desired posterior distribution is produced as
p(f∗|y) =
∫
(p(f , f∗|y)) df = 1
p(y)
∫
(p(f , f∗)p(y|f)) df . (6.4)
The whole process can be summarized as follows: first, the prior of the unknown data has to
be determined; second, training data are gathered; third, the posterior is computed by updating
the prior by incorporating information from the training data.
3In this thesis, we abbreviate terms prior and posterior distribution as prior and posterior.
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The inference on one dimensional GP prior and posterior for three representations sampled
according to method described in [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006, pp. 200-201] is shown in
Fig. 6.1. In the this example, left part of the Fig. 6.1 shows the prior samples (representing the
Figure 6.1: Gaussian Process example - prior and posterior. Left plot shows three functions
randomly sampled from the GP prior. Right plot shows three functions randomly drawn
from the GP posterior. Test data are evenly spaced in the input interval [−4, 4], training
data are marked as circles, gray area corresponds to ±2σ interval.
belief without seeing any data) drawn at random from the function f such as the values of f
are requested only at finite number of input data. These samples are specified by a GP, which
determines specific properties, e.g., it favors smooth functions and has zero mean4. It can be
clearly seen, that the predicted uncertainty (displayed in gray as ±2σ interval) does not depend
in this case on the input data.
To make predictions using the training data, such as in Fig. 6.1 right, the prior has to be
updated to obtain posterior. In the simple special case in Fig. 6.1, where the mean function
is zero and the measurements are noise free [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006, p. 15], the joint





K(X∗, X) K(X∗, X∗)
 (6.5)
with n training samples and n∗ test samples, K(X,X∗)n×n∗ denoting the matrix of covariances
for all pairs of training and test samples. By conditioning the joint Gaussian prior distribution
4Due to missing knowledge, the mean function is often ignored and set to zero.
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on the observation we obtain
f∗|X∗, X, f ∼ N (K(X∗, X)K(X,X)−1f ,
K(X∗, X∗)−K(X∗, X)K(X,X)−1K(X,X∗))
(6.6)
Three representations of the function values f∗ (see Fig. 6.1 right), corresponding to test inputs
X∗, are sampled from this joint posterior distribution by evaluating the mean and covariance
matrix from Eq. (6.6). The uncertainty in the posterior is reduced around the training samples
and falls back to the prior as the test samples go further from training points. This can be clearly
seen from Eq. (6.6), where the second positive term is subtracted from the first term, which
represents the prior in the covariance, telling how much the training data corrected the belief.
Predictions for unseen test samples can be then computed from this posterior.
Many application, in contrast with the example in Fig. 6.1, do not have noise free training
inputs. We adopt the most common assumption of additive, independent, identically distributed
Gaussian noise  with variance σ2n, which describes the noise training data y = f(x) +  and is
easily taken into account in the GP. The prior on the noisy training data is summed with the
noise term σ2nI.
Following the definition of a GP in Eq. (6.2), the corresponding posterior process including
the noise term determines the predictive equations for Gaussian process regression defined as
f∗|X,y, X∗ ∼ GP(f¯∗, cov(f∗))
f¯∗ = K(X∗, X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1y
cov(f∗) = K(X∗, X∗)−K(X∗, X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1K(X,X∗)
(6.7)
In order to apply the GP framework in practice, we need to be able to train the model using
a non-informative prior and a dataset with training data. By appropriate choice of the mean and
covariance functions, the GP can discover the structure in the data [Do, 2007]. In the example
in Fig. 6.1, we specified that the prior mean function is zero and used a kernel5 which favors
smooth functions. Namely, we used the squared exponential (SE) kernel, which is with its noise
term (omitted in the example) defined as follows







where l2, σ2, and σ2n are the hyperparameters θ: the characteristic lenghtscale l determining
5A covariance function can be also called a kernel.
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informally the distance in the input space related to the output values correlation6, and the signal
variance σ2 of the output, and the variance σ2n of the noise, where δii′ = 1 if and only if i = i′ is
the Kronecker’s delta.
In order to make inferences about all of the hyperparameters, the probability of the data
given the hyperparameters has to be computed. The distribution of the data is Gaussian and
called log marginal likelihood (log evidence)
log p(y|X) = −12y
T (K + σ2nI)−1y︸ ︷︷ ︸
data-fit term




−n2 log 2pi (6.9)
which may not be analytically tractable, but can be solved by evidence maximization
θˆ ∈ arg max
θ
log p(y|X) (6.10)
using numerical optimization methods to find good hyperparameter settings θˆ [Rasmussen,
2004]. The procedure of finding hyperparameters using evidence maximization is called training
[Deisenroth, 2010, p. 15]. Since the log marginal likelihood consists of three terms: the data-fit
measure, the complexity term, and the normalization constant, the evidence maximization creates
an automatic trade-off, avoids overfitting and finds hyperparameters that explains the data by
the simplest model. Great advantage of this training framework is that it chooses the model
directly from the training data and does not require cross validation [Deisenroth, 2010, p. 15].
Other advantages can be introduced by
• exploiting different mean and covariance functions to obtain functions favoring different
smoothness and length scales, introducing periodicity or non-stationary behavior [Paciorek
and Schervish, 2004];
• building compositionally custom kernels via linear combination, products, integration or
differentiation [Duvenaud et al., 2013];
• automatic relevance determination (ARD), which can be part of the kernel and supple-
ments feature selection in the GP training by optimizing the characteristic length scales
automatically (i.e., different weights for different input dimensions) [Deisenroth, 2010, p.
22].
One of the major drawbacks or limitations originates in the computational cost of the GP
training. Training a GP model with n–sized training set using the gradient-based evidence maxi-
6Values further apart more than l in the input space become uncorrelated in the output space and
produce less reliable regression.
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mization requires O(n3) computations per gradient step (considering standard methods of invert-
ing positive definite symmetric matrices) and memory complexity of O(n2). This computational
complexity is determined by the need of kernel matrix (K)n×n inversion [Rasmussen and Williams,
2006, p. 114]. This issue forms currently the main limiting factor of practical application of the
standard GP. Therefore, datasets feasible on a desktop computer can include only few thousands
samples [Rasmussen, 2004]. Moreover, in real applications, the training data may grow in time;
thus, recomputing the whole dataset and updating the model includes the expensive matrix inver-
sion with each new observation. It is possible to reformulate the matrix inversion as the sequential
Cholesky decomposition, hence the entire matrix inversion does not have to be recalculated every
time [Smith et al., 2014]. Other methods of on-line GP training may lower the need of keeping
all data in memory, considering for instance a maximum number of relevant training data [Csato´
and Opper, 2001].
The idea of working with a reduced set of training samples leads to sparse GP approximations
based on a small set of m points (where m << n). These m points represent a subset of original
data (computational load of O(m3)) or inducing points u representing a set of fictitious training
data with size equal to m. Techniques using inducing points reduce the computational complexity
to the computational load of O(nm2). Various sparse approximations for large problems (e.g.
more than few thousand samples) for the GP regression are reviewed in [Quin˜onero-Candela and
Rasmussen, 2005]. Mentioned techniques include for instance a subset of data (e.g., randomly
selected subset of size m), a local GP regression (i.e., training k GP models for k clusters of
data and assigning test input to the closest cluster), or kernel approximations based on the in-
ducing points u [Chalupka et al., 2013]. One of the representatives is the fully independent
training conditional (FITC) approximation, which is considered as a state-of-the-art and baseline
technique [Bodesheim et al., 2013]. Perhaps the most recent and promising work, that addresses
scaling of the GP to large data is referred to as the distributed GP [Deisenroth and Ng, 2015]. The
distributed GP are presented as conceptually straightforward, with the key idea of recursively dis-
tributing computations to independent computational units and, subsequently, recombining them
to form an overall result. This implementation is reported to be less subject to end up in the local
optima during the hyper-parameter optimization. When compared to sparse implementations,
distributed GP perform the training on datasets with 107 data points in order of few hours.
6.2.3 Gaussian process classification
Classification is next to regression one of the important problems in machine learning. The goal
is to find mapping, which is able to predict class labels for new data given labeled training data
D = {(xi, yi)|i = 1, . . . , n} with C class labels yi ∈ {c1, . . . , cC}. Specifically the task is to predict
the probability (i.e., probabilistic classification) that an example with input vector x belongs to
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some discrete class. Therefore the probabilistic output lies in the interval [0, 1]. Further, we focus
mainly on two-class classification (C = 2) with binary class labels yi ∈ {−1,+1}.
Classification using the GP can be approached through regression. Since regression output
is not restricted to the interval [0, 1], there are several approaches of transforming the regression
into the discrete classes. One way of relating the real-valued output of regression to discrete
classes is to restrict the regression output by applying a response function. A common choice is
the logistic function λ(z) = (1 + exp−z)−1 (i.e., sigmoid function7) [Rasmussen and Williams,
2006, p. 4]. Placing sigmoid over the prior function f(x) results in class probability pi(x = p(y =
+1|x) = σ(f(x))). This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 by a one dimensional example. Once the GP
prior is transformed using the sigmoid, there is no straightforward analytical solution for the
posterior, since it involves an integral that is the product of a Gaussian and sigmoids.
Figure 6.2: Gaussian Process classification - prior and squashed prior. Left plot shows one
function randomly sampled from the GP prior. Right plot shows this function squashed
using the logistic function (sigmoid). Class probability is reduced to interval [0, 1].
Thus, the analytic approximations of integrals, which approximate the non-Gaussian joint
posterior with a Gaussian one, have to be used. Such approximation methods include for in-
stance Laplace approximation (LA), expectation propagation (EP), or computationally demand-
ing Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling (MCMC) [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006, p. 40]. The
Laplace’s method uses a second order Taylor approximation of the log posterior to find the ap-
proximation [Williams and Barber, 1998]. The EP approximation is an extension of the density
filtering incorporating iterative refinement of the approximations [Minka, 2001]. In principle,
MCMC sampling becomes exact in the limit of long runs; therefore, it can be used as the stan-
dard by which the comparison of the LA and EP approximation methods are evaluated [Kuss
7A sigmoid function is a bounded function, which has positive derivative at each point; it is shaped like
a letter S.
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and Rasmussen, 2005]. Despite it is strongly suggested to choose EP for approximate inference
in binary models [Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005], it is also mentioned, that evaluation of the ap-
proximations as functions of hyperparameters cannot be generally done. Therefore, an empirical
assessment for a specific dataset reveals practical usefulness of the approach.
6.2.4 Anomaly detection with Gaussian processes
Gaussian processes have been proved beneficial in many applications in diverse fields, where the
underlying process of interest is intended to be recovered from data. Anomaly detection8 is not an
exception and it has been reported, that the GP outperform the state-of-the-art methods even in
this field. Some of the areas, where the GP are successfully applied in anomaly, novelty, or outlier
detection, cover visual object recognition [Kemmler et al., 2013, Ramirez-Padron et al., 2013,
Bodesheim et al., 2013], multi-class image recognition [Gao and Li, 2011], attribute prediction,
defect localization and background subtraction in video sequences [Kemmler et al., 2013], removal
of drift and bias errors in faulty sensor data [Reece et al., 2009], detecting suspicious behavior
of maritime vessels [Smith et al., 2014, Kowalska and Peel, 2012] or fault detection in process
simulations [Serradilla et al., 2011].
In our analysis of suitability of the GP for anomaly detection within a Kalman filter frame-
work, we focus on several different and we propose following approaches or options for further
investigation.
6.2.4.1 GP anomaly detection approaches
There are several ways of dealing with the problem of detecting anomalous measurements using
the GP. The first two choices are naturally represented by the GP regression and classification (see
Section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3). It has been pointed out, that the GP regression (see Section 6.2.2) can
be used to model the normal behavior and derive the anomalies as samples outside this normal
area [Kemmler et al., 2013,Bodesheim et al., 2013]. This one-class setup is particularly important,
when it is either very expensive or impossible to collect sufficient set of training samples [Ramirez-
Padron et al., 2013]. Generally, there is rarely enough data available to create a representation,
that covers the whole feature space and provides perfect generalization. There is, however, a
significant drawback in the one-class setup—automatic training of hyperparameters fails in the
one-class setting due to the absence of a trade-off between data fit and model complexity [Kemmler
et al., 2013]. Naturally, when dealing with a rich and well-balanced dataset, regression or binary
8Anomaly, novelty, abnormality, outlier—all these terms are being used in different works to describe
patterns within the data, which do not conform to expected behavior; the system is not aware of them
during some process; this terminology may be in contradiction with our definition of the anomalous data
in Chapter 5; however, we preserve our initial terms, where anomalous measurement is an observation,
that causes significant deterioration of the state estimates.
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classification is well conditioned by the data and the single class can be represented by either
normal data or data labeled as anomalous. In our specific dataset, we have about 2% of anomalous
data (see Chapter 5), therefore another aspect to examine are be the ratios of the two classes.
6.2.4.2 Proposed approaches
We propose following approaches for further investigation in the anomaly detection problem: GP
classification (GPC), normal class GP regression and anomalous class GP regression. Selected
approaches are be examined for their performance with unbalanced and balanced datasets, and
compared with the sparse implementations, which are be necessary for speeding up the training
process.
Figure 6.3: Binary classification illustration example - GP regression (red) and GP clas-
sification (green); both trained with SE kernel and zero mean function. Training data
representing classes {−1,+1} are sampled according to the target function (black) and
marked as circles. One demonstrative outlier is marked by a cross. Test data are evenly
spaced in the input interval [−4, 4], transparent areas corresponds to the uncertainty in-
terval.
The difference between binary classification done by GP regression (GPR) and GP classifi-
cation is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. This explanatory 1D example shows, how these two approaches
behave on a binary classification problem and how the predictive output mean and covariance
evolves with respect to the training data. Both GPR and GPC handle this simple problem well
when trained with the automatic optimization of the SE kernel hyperparameters. The example
also shows, how both approaches behave, when receiving artificially introduced outlier and miss-
ing samples in the training data. In this specific example, a single wrong training sample (denoted
as outlier) is handled better by the GPC (i.e., predictive mean is shaped such as it prefers the
right class and the variance is predicted accordingly). In the case of missing data, the predictive
output is, as expected, attracted to the zero mean prior in both approaches.
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Explanatory instance of the one-class regression method is shown in Fig. 6.4. We illustrate
both options - GPR trained with normal data and with anomalous data. Both approaches exploit
natural behavior of the GP—predictive output is returning to the initial belief (GP prior) where
the input space was not covered during the training. The GP prior is set, such as it represents
the opposite of the single class used for training. As discussed, main drawback of this approach is
the impossibility of automatic tuning of the hyperparameters. Solvers maximizing the evidence
(6.10) run toward extreme cases (i.e., completely flat or extremely responsive predictive mean
and unrealistic predictive variance) or crash due to numerical instabilities [Kemmler et al., 2013].
Tunning of hyperparameters can be done in a grid-search cross-validation manner, when the
other class is used to specify the performance under a particular hyperparameter setup. Other
remedies for treating tuning of parameters may embrace centering the data for usage of the zero
mean function, standardize the input data (very common pre-processing in machine learning)
and class targets, and setting the lenghtscales and variance to one, respectively [Murray, 2008].
Figure 6.4: Binary classification illustration example - one-class GP regression (red);
trained with SE kernel (l = log 0.1, σ2 = log 1). Training data representing classes {−1,+1}
are sampled according to the target function (black) and marked as circles. Top figure
represents regression trained only on normal data (class {−1}), bottom figure represents
regression trained only on anomalous data (class {+1}). Test data are evenly spaced in
the input interval [−2, 2], transparent areas corresponds to the uncertainty interval.
Naturally, selection of the mean and covariance functions determines the behavior of the
predicted output. As shown in previous two examples, different mean functions, even the constant
ones, can have large impact on the results and in some cases they can involve great portion of
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our belief in the underlying process. We don’t expect the mean function anomalies to have linear
or polynomial character, therefore we remain with the constant and zero mean functions.
There is a large number of options for the covariance functions, even custom ones. Most
common choice among multiple applications is the squared exponential (SE) kernel [Kemmler
et al., 2013, Smith et al., 2014, Kowalska and Peel, 2012, Zimmermann et al., 2015], which is
often supported by the automatic relevance determination (ARD). Prediction generated using
the SE kernel resemble natural and smooth functions. Another popular kernels are the rational
quadratic covariance function, which can be seen as an infinite sum of SE kernels with different
lengthscales, and the Mate´rn covariance [Smith et al., 2014], which depends only on the Euclidean
distances of the points and its parameter directly controls the level of smoothness [Rasmussen,
2006]. We demonstrate the differences between the SE, Mate´rn 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2, and RQ kernels
in Fig. 6.5 (all kernels are implemented with the ARD, even though it does not have any effect
in this specific 1D example). It is clearly evident, that for this demonstrative example, the RQ is
close to the SE (for a specific settings of the RQ hyperparameters, the RQ is identical to the SE
kernel). Downside of the smooth covariance functions (e.g., SE and RQ) is that they struggle with
discontinuities in the data. If there is such discontinuity, smooth kernels end up with lengthscales
optimized according to the smallest wiggle in the function, resulting in a wrong prediction in
the smooth regions (lengthscales are short and posterior mean forced to be close to prior as a
consequence) [Duvenaud, 2014].
Figure 6.5: Binary classification example - GP classification with different covariance func-
tions. Training data representing classes {−1,+1} are sampled according to the target
function (black) and marked as circles. GP classification trained with following kernels:
squared exponential (red), Mate´rn 1/2 (green), rational quadratic (blue). One demonstra-
tive outlier is marked by a cross. Test data are evenly spaced in the input interval [−4, 4],
transparent areas corresponds to the uncertainty interval.
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6.3 Experimental evaluation
In this section, the goal is to present both elaborate assessment of the anomaly detection per-
formance as well as comments and discussion of the analyzes. This experimental evaluation
consists of following parts, which are all related to the dataset and experiment evaluation done
in Chapter 5 and we consider following results as a continuation of this work. First, in Section
6.3.1 we test the proposed approaches from Section 6.2.4 with our anomaly detection dataset
presented in Chapter 6. Second, in Section 6.3.2 we provide the comparison of the selected GP
approaches with respect to the methods analyzed in Chapter 6—covariance (COV), chi-squared
(CHI), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), one-class Support Vector Machines (SVM), and lo-
gistic regression (REG). Third, in Section 6.3.3 we apply the selected GP approach in the four
test case environments (indoor, outdoor urban, outdoor disaster site, outdoor forest). Finally, we
provide discussion, comments and thoughts on using GP in the anomaly detection framework for
multi-modal data fusion. Since the evaluation include thorough search for the best GP model for
our anomaly detection problem, all the performance tables are placed in Appendix A.
6.3.1 Classification performance
In this section, we evaluate the classification performance of the proposed GP approaches in the
view of several different aspects: selection of the regression or the classification, sparse imple-
mentation, selection of the mean and the covariance functions, and utilization of the uncertainty
predictions. For each aspect, we describe in what parameter space we searched for the best
performing settings, and provide detailed results by the means of tables describing classification
performance in the three exteroceptive modalities: visual (attitude) and laser (attitude and po-
sition). For completeness we restate that our publicly available classification dataset used for
training and testing of the different classifiers has approximately 1.7 km of indoor data with
precise and accurate ground truth and anomalous measurements labeled as anomalous, others
as normal. It contains 20 runs, which represent standard conditions, and 25 runs with failures
of the exteroceptive modalities. We evaluate the approaches in a different dataset from several
challenging environments—test cases—having approximately 1.2 km of traveled distance. More
details about the dataset can be found in Chapter 6. In our training scenario, the data were
shuﬄed randomly and normalized such as each feature has zero mean and variance equal to one.
If not specified otherwise, all evaluation contains following metrics: True Positives (TP), False
Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN), False Negatives (FN), Precision (PR), G-mean value (G),
and Area under the Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) Curve (AUC). All the metrics are
evaluated on the testing portion if the dataset at the best classifier threshold according to the
best G-mean value obtained from the training metrics.
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6.3.1.1 Classification and regression
In the comparison of GP classification and one-class regression, the gradient-based hyper-
parameter optimization did find a solution for both of the methods. However, the resulting
one-class regression models predicted only one class, no matter what inputs were given. This is
a behavior described in the literature [Kemmler et al., 2013]. We never encountered such prob-
lems with the GP classification and the hyper-parameter optimization always converged in our
training dataset. Therefore, we decided to pursue solely the GP classification trained with both
anomalous and normal data in our further analyses.
Sparse implementation We carried out a thorough evaluation of two sparse implementa-
tions: approximation subsampled data (i.e., randomly or evenly selected subset of data) and
FITC approximation. All experiments were evaluated using the GP classification with zero mean
function and squared exponential kernel with automatic relevance determination.
1. Subsampled data
Selecting a subset of the data is one of the most straightforward approaches to sparse
implementations of GP. We study the influence of different features and the number of
negative samples. Number of positive samples is fixed and equals to the maximum number
of positives available in our dataset. Therefore, we compare performance on following
settings:
• features (norm of innovations or innovation vector)
• balanced data (the number of positive samples equals to the number of negative
samples)
• 10, 30, 50, 100 % of all negative samples
We list the results in Tab. A.1, A.2, A.3 in Appendix A.
2. FITC approximation
The FITC approximation by inducing points is considered as the baseline technique for
sparse implementations. In this evaluation, we study following aspects:
• features (norm of innovations or innovation vector)
• number of inducing points
• range of inducing points (fixed or defined by minimum and maximum of the features)
• distribution of inducing points (equispaced or random)
We list the results in Tab. A.4, A.5, A.6 in Appendix A.
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Mean and covariance functions In the search of the best mean and covariance functions,
we follow the common practice and set the mean function to be constant and zero. The search
therefore includes only different covariance functions:
• features (norm of innovations or innovation vector)
• covariance functions (SE, RQ, Matern 1/2, 3/2, 5/2)
We list the results in Tab. A.7, A.8, A.9 in Appendix A.
Uncertainty of predictions As the GP directly outputs the uncertainty in terms of pre-
dicted variance, we study the possibility of discarding the predictions, which have high uncer-
tainty. One scenario was tested for different level of the uncertainty discarded:
• uncertain predictions with uncertainty greater than certain threshold are classified as neg-
atives
We list the results in Tab. A.10, A.11, A.12 in Appendix A.
6.3.1.2 Summary and discussion of the classification performance
Purpose of this section is to provide summary of the classification performance and discuss the
results. We assess the individual evaluations in the order they have been presented.
Sparse implementation - subsampled data Main reason to use sparse implementations
is to relief the computational burden, because especially data with more than few thousands
samples are difficult handle in reasonable time. In our case, the processing time for subsampled
data spanned from few second in the case of the balanced data, to several hours for the whole
dataset (i.g., 6 hours for VO attitude). It is evident, that it is beneficial to use more negatives,
presumably balanced data don’t provide enough samples to cover the whole feature space. There
is no direct indication, that using all the samples increase the performance the most (best results
were obtained for 50% of negatives, see Tab. A.1 model #8 for VO attitude, Tab. A.2 model #7
for laser attitude, and Tab. A.3 model #8 for laser position). Results with balanced sets have
more FP, but the difference is not that crucial, especially if the application aims for really fast
training phase.
Sparse implementations - FITC approximation As expected, the FITC implementa-
tion performed in some parameter settings slightly better than the straightforward subsampling.
The other parameters searched, such as number of inducing points, their range and distribution
did not have very large effect on the final results. The best results for all modalities were reached
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by the model #19 with equidistant distribution of 5 inducing points over the whole feature space
(see Tab. A.4, A.5, and A.6). It is worth mentioning, that there are models, where the training
failed and predicted only one class. Therefore, we claim it is necessary to search the parameter
space for the best settings for a proper deployment.
Mean and covariance functions Once more, the necessity of searching best parameters
repeats and the choice of covariance function shows to be very application specific. For instance,
in the case of the VO attitude, the SE and RQ kernels outperform the Matern kernels (see
Tab. A.7 models #2 and #4), however, in the case of laser modalities, Matern kernel performs
similarly (see Tab. A.8 and A.9). Thereby we confirm, that the smooth SE kernel with automatic
relevance determination, a frequent choice among researchers, is also very viable option for our
anomaly detection problem.
Uncertainty of predictions Estimating uncertainty of predictions is often discussed in
works implementing the GP [Santamaria-Navarro et al., 2015] [Kemmler et al., 2013]. Having the
prediction as well as its uncertainty definitely helps to distinguish the cases, which are too far from
the training set and have large uncertainty. Our proposed treatment of uncertain predictions (i.e.,
assigning too uncertain predictions to the negative class) decreased the number of FP, therefore
increased precision. The threshold was always set to reflect the percentage of the maximum
estimated uncertainty. Most noticeable results were observed in the case of VO modality, where
the precision increased by about 70% for a threshold limit of 80% that retained 96% of valid
data (model #3 in Tab. A.10). However, it was also shown, that the threshold limit is very
application specific and has to be tuned to match the performance expectations. For instance
setting the threshold as low as 50% can retain 91% of the VO modality data, but only 12% of
the laser data, which is in no case desirable outcome. Unfortunately, when we tried to discard
uncertain predictions in the best models, we obtained so far (model #19 in Tab. A.4, Tab. A.5,
Tab. A.6), it resulted in lowering the precision and G-mean values, since the threshold discarded
too many TP in the process. In the end, using uncertainty as other information source can be
beneficial in some cases; however, we have shown, that it does not provide any other performance
improvements in an already fine-tuned model.
6.3.2 Comparison with other anomaly detection methods
In this section, we compare the results achieved with the selected GP model (model #19 in
Tab. A.4, Tab. A.5, Tab. A.6), with the classification methods studied in Chapter 5. We introduce
another metric, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is a popular metric for
comparing binary classifiers. Furthermore, we update the classification performance table from
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Chapter 5, to show how the GP models stand against other methods in more detailed look.
The ROC curve shows the ability of the classifier to rank the positive instances relative to
the negative instances [Fawcett, 2004]. By plotting the true positive rate (TPR) with respect
to the false positive rate (FPR), the ROC depict in 2D the trade-off between hit rates and false
alarm rates of classifiers. The whole ROC curve is generated by adjusting the threshold of score
or probability output of the classifier. In the end, such curve evaluated on training set may help
to set the score threshold to achieve desired values of TPR and FPR. Common way to reduce
this 2D metric into a scalar is to compute the area under the curve (AUC). The AUC values
are always between 0 and 1, where the perfect value is the area of 1.0 and random guessing is
represented by the area of 0.5.
In Fig. 6.6, we present the ROC curves and AUC values for all the evaluated classifiers
from Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. This evaluation follows the result from Chapter 5 with few
updates. First, we add also the GP model in the comparison. According to the evaluation done
in Section 6.3.1.2, the GP model scores the expected performance of the highest performing
classifiers represented by the GMM and the one-class SVM. Second, we revisit the performance
evaluation of the logistic regression classifier (REG), which was not performing satisfactory in
the results presented earlier. It was shown, that the regression learns the underlying process
of anomaly detection very well. However, the probability threshold must be further tuned on
the training set to obtain the best performance. Such assessment was actually brought by the
introduction of ROC and AUC metrics, which provide another point of view at the classification
performance.
One of the advantages of the ROC curve is that it is unaffected by the classes skew in assessing
the performance of unbalanced datasets [Jeni et al., 2013]. The problem is however apparent for
highly unbalanced data, where the differences between curves tend to be very small, but still
present. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the performance also by other means, since the
ROC may mask poor performance. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 6.6 that the AUC values
of all machine learning classifiers perform substantially better that the standard covariance and
chi-squared gating tests. At the same time, the effect of highly unbalanced data can be observed
in the small differences between highest scoring classifiers (GMM, SVM, REG, GP).
To complete the performance results, in Table 6.1 we update the classification performance
table from Chapter 6. Since TPR, TNR and G-mean values may mask poor discrimination of
the TP and FP, we also add the precision metrics PR = TP/(TP + FP) to correctly address and
discriminate such problem. As in the evaluation using the ROC, we update the confusion matrix
metrics in the case of logistic regression (REG) in Table 6.1. It turns out, that by finding the right
score threshold in the training set, even logistic regression is capable of achieving performance
of the highest scoring classifiers. However, in all evaluated modalities, precision of the REG is
lower than for instance that of the GMM or GP. In the end, by looking at the two scalar metrics,
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Figure 6.6: Receiver Operating Curve and Area Under the Curve as obtained on the
testing examples. True Positive Rate (TPR) versus False Positive Rate (FPR) for all three
modalities. AUC values are on the left of classifier abbreviations.
G-mean and precision, we can identify the most successful classifiers for each modality—GP for
the VO attitude and laser attitude modalities, and GMM for the laser position modality.
6.3.3 Localization performance
In this section, we follow the application of detection and rejection of anomalous exteroceptive
data in field test cases presented in Chapter 5. We verify the anomaly detection with the GP
classifier, to show, how the classification results reflect in real improvement in the field testing.
Therefore, the evaluation consist of the results without any anomaly detection, results with the
best anomaly detection (AD) from Chapter 5 (GMM classifier), and results with the anomaly
detection done by the GP model. Namely, we show the results for four test cases: indoor ex-
periment with the Vicon ground truth, outdoor urban experiment with the Leica ground truth,
disaster training site, and outdoor forest experiment with the GPS ground truth. All these test
cases are introduced and described in Chapter 5 in detail.
1. Indoor Vicon room
As can be seen from Fig. 6.7 GMM and GP anomaly detections yield identical results. This is an
expected result. In this particular indoor experiment, the robot encountered few major outliers
in the VO attitude, and GMM and GP handled those without any issues.
2. Leica experiments
Results from the four different experiments carried out in an urban environment are depicted in
Fig. 6.8. Especially the bottom part of the graph shows, that the GP performed very similarly
as the GMM and even better in the first, second, and fourth experiment when comparing the
average position error, and better in the final position error (i.e., the last sample in the average
position error) in all experiments.
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Table 6.1: Classification results as obtained on the testing examples
Features TP TN FP FN TPR TNR PR G
VO attitude
COV ∆xatt, σatt 157 6773 971 12 0.93 0.87 0.139 0.901
CHI vatt,Satt 130 6867 877 39 0.77 0.89 0.129 0.826
GMM ‖vatt‖ 160 7702 42 9 0.95 0.99 0.792 0.970
SVM vatt 160 7701 43 9 0.95 0.99 0.788 0.970
REG ‖vatt‖ 161 7690 54 8 0.95 0.99 0.748 0.973
GP ‖vatt‖ 160 7705 39 9 0.95 0.99 0.804 0.971
Laser attitude
COV ∆xatt, σatt 26 1170 407 1 0.96 0.74 0.060 0.845
CHI vatt,Satt 14 1429 148 13 0.52 0.91 0.086 0.685
GMM ‖vatt‖ 25 1499 78 2 0.93 0.95 0.242 0.938
SVM vatt 26 1473 104 1 0.96 0.93 0.200 0.948
REG ‖vatt‖ 26 1471 106 1 0.96 0.93 0.197 0.948
GP ‖vatt‖ 25 1505 72 2 0.93 0.95 0.257 0.940
Laser position
COV ∆xpos, σpos 0 1596 0 8 0.00 1.00 NaN 0.000
CHI vpos, Spos 0 1596 0 8 0.00 1.00 NaN 0.000
GMM ‖vpos‖ 8 1574 22 0 1.00 0.99 0.266 0.993
SVM vpos 8 1488 108 0 1.00 0.93 0.068 0.965
REG ‖vpos‖ 8 1518 78 0 1.00 0.95 0.093 0.975
GP ‖vatt‖ 8 1507 89 0 1.00 0.94 0.082 0.972
Note: ∆x is the EKF error state vector, v is the EKF residual vector, S is the EKF residual covariance
matrix, σ is the EKF standard deviation; ‖x‖ denotes Euclidean norm of a vector x; subscripts att
and pos denote attitude and position elements in a vector or matrix.
TP – True Positives; TN – True Negatives; FP – False Positives; FN – False Negatives; TPR – True
Positive Rate; TNR – True Negative Rate; PR – Precision;G – G-mean value.
COV – Covariance analysis; CHI – Chi-squared test; GMM – Gaussian Mixture Models with 2 mixtures;
SVM – One-class SVM with RBF kernel; REG – Logistic Regression; GP – Gaussian Process.
3. Prato disaster site
It is evident from Fig. 6.9, that even in this case, the GP performed competitively with the GMM
in the environment of a site simulating disaster conditions. The robot always started and ended at
the same position in these experiments. A closer look at the second experiment (Fig. 6.9 - right)
reveals, that the GP trajectory finishes closer to the starting point. However, due to the complex
environment of the training disaster site, the ground truth is not available in these experiments.
4. Outdoor forest
The results from the final experiment, the most challenging one situated in a forest, are depicted
in Fig. 6.10. We can observe, that the GP anomaly detection (green dashed line) performed better
than GMM (blue line) during the first half of the trajectory—the GP trajectory is much closer to
the GPS trajectory (black dash-dot line). For the majority of the experiment, the GP approach
ensures that the trajectory is within the bounds of the ground truth from the GPS (gray area).
The second half of the experiment, especially the final position is however worse than in the case
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Figure 6.7: Indoor experiment - position estimates with GP and GMM anomaly detection.
(Left) Shows 2D projection of the trajectories. (Right) Average position error expressed
as function of time. VO attitude failure between 115 s and 140 s. Black dash-dot - Vicon
reference; red dashed - data fusion without AD; blue - data fusion with AD (GMM); green
- data fusion with AD (GP).
of the GMM approach. This is caused by the nature of the dead-reckoning—even a slightest
error in the yaw angle propagates through the rest of the experiment and significantly influences
especially the estimated position. We can see, that this yaw error most probably occurred during
multiple turns shown in the lower left part of the upper plot of the figure. From there, the position
estimate of the GP approach develops almost identically as for the GMM approach. The overall
average position error is in total smaller for the GP approach, which is another confirmation of
the results presented in the classification performance section.
6.3.4 Discussion of the GP performance
The findings and results presented in Chapter 6 are an extension of the anomaly detection frame-
work introduced in Chapter 5. In this discussion, we emphasize findings regarding GP classifi-
cation and general findings regarding the anomaly detection framework. First of all, we verified
that the popular choice of squared exponential kernel with the zero mean function is a legitimate
choice even for the anomaly detection problem. In the search for the best possible parameters,
we often reached similar results when discovering the parameter space. However, in the end we
claim, that it is worth to optimize the parameters and method settings by a grid search or by
optimizing methods searching for the best performance of the classifier. We have also revisited
the results from Chapter 5 and introduced the ROC and AUC metrics. Both helped us to tune
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Figure 6.8: Urban environment - position estimates with GP and GMM anomaly detection.
(Top) 2D projections of the trajectories. (Bottom) Average position errors expressed as
function of time. Black - Leica reference; red - data fusion with AD (GMM); green - data
fusion with AD (GP).
and evaluate the performances of the classifiers. The threshold in the ROC, represented by score
(i.e., classification probability) generated by the classifier, may be tuned by the needs of the
final application—the performance is always a compromise between the true and false classifier
detections. Despite there were only minor improvements in the GP classification performance,
with respect to results presented in Chapter 5, we registered an improvement in the localization
performance (see urban and forest experiments in Fig. 6.8 and 6.10). These results directly imply
that improving classification performance on the training dataset also improves the localization
performance on unseen experiments.
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Figure 6.9: Prato training disaster site - position estimates with GP and GMM anomaly
detection. (Left) Disaster site 1. (Right) Disaster site 2. Black - Leica reference; red -
data fusion with AD (GMM); green - data fusion with AD (GP) trajectories.
Figure 6.10: Forest experiment - position estimates and error plots with GP and GMM
anomaly detection. (Top) 2D projection of the trajectories. (Bottom) Average position
error expressed as function of time. Black dash-dot - GPS; red dashed - data fusion
without AD; blue - data fusion with AD (GMM); green - data fusion with AD (GP); gray




7.1 Summary of the thesis and contributions
In this doctoral thesis we examined localization of a vehicle represented by a skid-steer mobile
robot. We approached the localization by the methods of state estimation supported by machine
learning.
In the first part of the thesis, we showed in Chapter 4, that a ground vehicle is capable of hav-
ing computationally not demanding and reliable dead-reckoning system based solely on inertial
measurement unit and velocity sensor placed on wheels or tracks. We did go beyond standard
experimental evaluation and utilized the core IMU and odometry dead-reckoning in real search-
and-rescue missions. The skid-steer robot was deployed in the danger zone to assess earthquake
damage to historical buildings and cultural artifacts located in Mirandola, Italy [Kruijff et al.,
2012]. The teleoperated robot helped to perform such tasks as exploration of a danger-zone dis-
aster site. Our fusion of the IMU and odometry provided low-level localization system necessary
for high-quality 3D mapping of the environment, and helped to enhance the situational awareness
and lower the cognitive load by providing more concise knowledge about robot pose to the opera-
tor. According to our knowledge, we presented above-standard, comprehensive evaluation of the
IMU and odometry dead-reckoning in various environments and specified the average position
error related to the distance driven. Our major achievements in the first part of the thesis could
be summarized as follows:
• Development and implementation of four estimation architectures consisting of the combi-
nation of the extended Kalman filter in both direct and indirect form and a complementary
filter for attitude estimation.
• Thorough comparison of localization performance and computational demands of the four
different EKF estimation architectures fusing IMU and odometry.
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• Comprehensive verification and testing of the localization system in indoor and outdoor
experiments with more than 4 km of distance traveled.
• Reaching the average position error of 4 % of the distance traveled (results of the best
candidate).
• Identification of the best approach for the deployment in a real search and rescue mission—
the EKF in the direct form combined with the complementary filter.
• Usage of the best estimation architecture on-board of a search and rescue robot, which was
deployed in a real mission to assess the damage in earthquake-affected areas (see Chapter 4).
In the second part of the thesis, we proposed usage of supervised machine learning methods
for monitoring and inspection of the Kalman filter innovations in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. We
implemented the anomaly detection extension of a multi-modal data fusion framework. We also
proved, that using a trained classifier for anomaly detection provides better anomaly detection
performance than the standard methods. We supported both of our main tasks by thorough
experimental evaluation including testing the systems, IMU and odometry dead-reckoning, and
the anomaly detection extension of a multi-modal data fusion, on the data gathered using a
real platform under real and challenging conditions. We presented following achievements in the
second part of the thesis:
• Extension of a multi-modal data fusion for localization of a mobile robot by anomaly
detection in the exteroceptive measurements
• Methodology for preparing an anomaly detection training dataset with the use of accurate
and precise ground truth information about the robot pose
• Implementation and training four different machine learning approaches for anomaly de-
tection in a binary classification manner
• Comparison of classification performance of the standard tests, used in the Kalman filter
monitoring, with the proposed machine learning approaches
• Thorough verification of the best anomaly detection candidates in localization in challenging
indoor and outdoor environments
• Localization improvement in the final position error of distance traveled from (7.9± 6.1) %
without anomaly detection to (1.5 ± 1.1) % with anomaly detection (mean ± standard
deviation)
Our findings present an incremental step towards the autonomous navigation, exploration, or
unaided assist to search-and-rescue teams. Mobile robotics advances rapidly. however, deploy-
ment in real and challenging conditions is still matter of an extensive research.
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7.2 Future work
In this section, we propose several suggestions for future research extending the work presented
in this doctoral thesis.
• Since the work implements the dead-reckoning, a promising chapter for future research
would be to merge the relative and absolute positioning systems, and allow the robot
to map its environment and update its belief of its pose. This is also being extensively
researched and known as the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping problem (SLAM).
There is definitely a lot of work done in the past decade in the field of robotics. However,
the perfect data-fusion enabling flawless localization under all possible conditions has not
been reached yet.
• The platform of interest in this thesis is represented by a ground vehicle. In this platform,
the algorithms are dependent only on one particular modality specific for a ground vehicle—
the odometry—and could be applied on any vehicle, wheeled, tracked, legged or aerial. The
wheeled or tracked odometry can be replaced by another sensor measuring velocity in the
frame of the vehicle (e.g., legged odometry or versatile visual odometry). Thus, all the
algorithms are definitely transferable to any other platform equipped by a similar sensor
set. Therefore, it would be interesting to see how the trained anomaly detectors perform
when used on another platform. Other option for a different platform would be to prepare
similar training datasets, including the fail cases for all the modalities and supported by a
precise and accurate ground truth. We understand, that this can be time-consuming and
tedious, however, majority of the research labs dealing with navigation already possess the
needed equipment—platforms and ground truth systems. Other option would be to use
the one-class classifiers trained on data without any anomalies. This has to be ensured
to enclose the normal feature space correctly and to maximize the probability of finding
anomalous samples. The possible extensions to other robotic platforms include:
– aerial vehicles, which are currently based mainly on IMU and GPS fusion for outdoor
applications, and IMU and camera fusion is being extensively studied by numerous
research labs for indoor and local outdoor missions;
– legged robots, which can carry almost the same sensors and the connection between
a legged odometer, exteroceptive pose estimates and anomaly detection is at least
as crucial as in the case of wheeled vehicles; legged robots have usually much faster
dynamics than a wheeled vehicle and are considered as a 2.5D platforms (i.e., they
are bounded to the ground, but they are exposed to aerial phases due to the nature
of their movement patterns).
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• One of the areas, that has not been researched in the anomaly detection part of the thesis
is the context surrounding the decisions. Implementation of our methodology could be
further improved by following:
– introducing the time dependency in anomaly detection; every anomaly is surrounded
by specific causes and consequences, which do not happen in a single time instance,
as we suppose in our implementation;
– allowing for interesting features also in the core exteroceptive algorithms—visual
odometry and iterative closest point matching; these should provide another view
and help the classifiers to generalize by adding more information; in our implementa-
tion the main limiter was the computational cost of adding such features.
So far, the main reasons preventing us to pursue these improvements are the different rates
at which different modalities operate. Once the sensors will allow for higher sampling fre-
quencies, computational power will be sufficient to process the sensor outputs in real-time,
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A.1 Gaussian processes classification results
In the following, detailed results from the performance analysis described in Section 6.3.1 are
shown.
Feat. | Negatives # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | balanced 1 163 159 7585 6 0.51 0.9720 0.9839
innov | balanced 2 161 78 7666 8 0.67 0.9711 0.9818
norm | 0.1 3 161 88 7656 8 0.65 0.9705 0.9839
innov | 0.1 4 158 54 7690 11 0.75 0.9635 0.9823
norm | 0.3 5 161 78 7666 8 0.67 0.9711 0.9839
innov | 0.3 6 161 88 7656 8 0.65 0.9705 0.9822
norm | 0.5 7 161 78 7666 8 0.67 0.9711 0.9839
innov | 0.5 8 155 40 7704 14 0.79 0.9552 0.9823
norm | 1 9 161 78 7666 8 0.67 0.9711 0.9839
innov | 1 10 161 75 7669 8 0.68 0.9713 0.9817
Table A.1: Evaluation of sparse subsampled implementations - VO attitude. Row caption
specify the following parameter settings: Features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation
vector}, number of negative training samples (Negatives) {balacned or ratio of all negative
training samples}
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Feat. | Negatives # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | balanced 1 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9794
innov | balanced 2 17 133 1444 10 0.11 0.7593 0.7783
norm | 0.1 3 25 77 1500 2 0.25 0.9385 0.9794
innov | 0.1 4 19 132 1445 8 0.13 0.8030 0.8079
norm | 0.3 5 24 70 1507 3 0.26 0.9216 0.9793
innov | 0.3 6 14 91 1486 13 0.13 0.6990 0.8240
norm | 0.5 7 25 77 1500 2 0.25 0.9385 0.9793
innov | 0.5 8 15 93 1484 12 0.14 0.7230 0.8283
norm | 1 9 24 72 1505 3 0.25 0.9210 0.9794
innov | 1 10 14 66 1511 13 0.17 0.7049 0.8446
Table A.2: Evaluation of sparse subsampled implementations - Laser attitude. Row caption
specify the following parameter settings: Features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation
vector}, number of negative training samples (Negatives) {balacned or ratio of all negative
training samples}
Feat. | Negatives # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | balanced 1 8 128 1468 0 0.06 0.9591 0.9929
innov | balanced 2 8 160 1436 0 0.05 0.9486 0.9793
norm | 0.1 3 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9921
innov | 0.1 4 8 69 1527 0 0.10 0.9781 0.9879
norm | 0.3 5 8 96 1500 0 0.08 0.9695 0.9919
innov | 0.3 6 8 74 1522 0 0.10 0.9765 0.9922
norm | 0.5 7 8 91 1505 0 0.08 0.9711 0.9919
innov | 0.5 8 8 75 1521 0 0.10 0.9762 0.9928
norm | 1 9 8 106 1490 0 0.07 0.9662 0.9920
innov | 1 10 8 77 1519 0 0.09 0.9756 0.9931
Table A.3: Evaluation of sparse subsampled implementations - Laser position. Row caption
specify the following parameter settings: Features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation
vector}, number of negative training samples (Negatives) {balacned or ratio of all negative
training samples}
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Feat. | #Points | Range | Distribution # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | 5 | min-max | rand. 1 45 1 7743 124 0.98 0.5160 0.2913
innov | 5 | min-max | rand. 2 148 250 7494 21 0.37 0.9206 0.9324
norm | 10 | min-max | rand. 3 160 39 7705 9 0.80 0.9706 0.9839
innov | 10 | min-max | rand. 4 161 73 7671 8 0.69 0.9714 0.9828
norm | 15 | min-max | rand. 5 159 38 7706 10 0.81 0.9676 0.9839
innov | 15 | min-max | rand. 6 161 75 7669 8 0.68 0.9713 0.9817
norm | 5 | ±2 | rand. 7 161 77 7667 8 0.68 0.9712 0.9839
innov | 5 | ±2 | rand. 8 151 465 7279 18 0.25 0.9164 0.9443
norm | 10 | ±2 | rand. 9 159 39 7705 10 0.80 0.9675 0.9839
innov | 10 | ±2 | rand. 10 162 227 7517 7 0.42 0.9646 0.9840
norm | 15 | ±2 | rand. 11 161 77 7667 8 0.68 0.9712 0.9839
innov | 15 | ±2 | rand. 12 161 72 7672 8 0.69 0.9715 0.9816
norm | 5 | ±10 | rand. 13 160 44 7700 9 0.78 0.9702 0.9840
innov | 5 | ±10 | rand. 14 93 7664 80 76 0.01 0.0754 0.4741
norm | 10 | ±10 | rand. 15 160 44 7700 9 0.78 0.9702 0.9840
innov | 10 | ±10 | rand. 16 0 0 7744 169 - 0.0000 0.5835
norm | 15 | ±10 | rand. 17 160 44 7700 9 0.78 0.9702 0.9840
innov | 15 | ±10 | rand. 18 28 1 7743 141 0.97 0.4070 0.6476
norm | 5 | min-max | equi. 19 160 39 7705 9 0.80 0.9706 0.9839
innov | 5 | min-max | equi. 20 90 841 6903 79 0.10 0.6890 0.5722
norm | 10 | min-max | equi. 21 159 39 7705 10 0.80 0.9675 0.9839
innov | 10 | min-max | equi. 22 160 51 7693 9 0.76 0.9698 0.9820
norm | 15 | min-max | equi. 23 161 78 7666 8 0.67 0.9711 0.9839
innov | 15 | min-max | equi. 24 161 75 7669 8 0.68 0.9713 0.9817
norm | 5 | ±2 | equi. 25 161 103 7641 8 0.61 0.9695 0.9840
innov | 5 | ±2 | equi. 26 161 103 7641 8 0.61 0.9695 0.9839
norm | 10 | ±2 | equi. 27 159 37 7707 10 0.81 0.9676 0.9839
innov | 10 | ±2 | equi. 28 134 34 7710 35 0.80 0.8885 0.9780
norm | 15 | ±2 | equi. 29 159 38 7706 10 0.81 0.9676 0.9839
innov | 15 | ±2 | equi. 30 161 74 7670 8 0.69 0.9714 0.9817
norm | 5 | ±10 | equi. 31 161 103 7641 8 0.61 0.9695 0.9840
innov | 5 | ±10 | equi. 32 161 103 7641 8 0.61 0.9695 0.9840
norm | 10 | ±10 | equi. 33 17 0 7744 152 1.00 0.3172 0.9840
innov | 10 | ±10 | equi. 34 0 0 7744 169 - 0.0000 0.4725
norm | 15 | ±10 | equi. 35 161 103 7641 8 0.61 0.9695 0.9840
Table A.4: Evaluation of FITC implementations - VO attitude. Row captions specify the
following parameter settings: features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation vector},
number of inducing points (#Points) {distributed in the range}, range of inducting points
(Range), distribution of the points (Dist.){uniform random or equidistant}.
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Feat. | #Points | Range | Distribution # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | 5 | min-max | rand. 1 24 70 1507 3 0.26 0.9216 0.9794
innov | 5 | min-max | rand. 2 12 156 1421 15 0.07 0.6328 0.6280
norm | 10 | min-max | rand. 3 24 72 1505 3 0.25 0.9210 0.9794
innov | 10 | min-max | rand. 4 14 66 1511 13 0.17 0.7049 0.8444
norm | 15 | min-max | rand. 5 24 72 1505 3 0.25 0.9210 0.9794
innov | 15 | min-max | rand. 6 14 66 1511 13 0.17 0.7049 0.8446
norm | 5 | ±2 | rand. 7 25 72 1505 2 0.26 0.9400 0.9795
innov | 5 | ±2 | rand. 8 16 145 1432 11 0.10 0.7336 0.6499
norm | 10 | ±2 | rand. 9 24 71 1506 3 0.25 0.9213 0.9794
innov | 10 | ±2 | rand. 10 17 91 1486 10 0.16 0.7703 0.8205
norm | 15 | ±2 | rand. 11 24 72 1505 3 0.25 0.9210 0.9794
innov | 15 | ±2 | rand. 12 19 101 1476 8 0.16 0.8116 0.8024
norm | 5 | ±10 | rand. 13 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9795
innov | 5 | ±10 | rand. 14 27 1577 0 0 0.02 0.0000 0.6291
norm | 10 | ±10 | rand. 15 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9795
innov | 10 | ±10 | rand. 16 27 1577 0 0 0.02 0.0000 0.3750
norm | 15 | ±10 | rand. 17 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9795
innov | 15 | ±10 | rand. 18 27 1577 0 0 0.02 0.0000 0.6331
norm | 5 | min-max | equi. 19 25 72 1505 2 0.26 0.9400 0.9794
innov | 5 | min-max | equi. 20 13 252 1325 14 0.05 0.6360 0.6723
norm | 10 | min-max | equi. 21 24 72 1505 3 0.25 0.9210 0.9794
innov | 10 | min-max | equi. 22 14 66 1511 13 0.17 0.7049 0.8440
norm | 15 | min-max | equi. 23 24 72 1505 3 0.25 0.9210 0.9794
innov | 15 | min-max | equi. 24 14 66 1511 13 0.17 0.7049 0.8446
norm | 5 | ±2 | equi. 25 26 102 1475 1 0.20 0.9490 0.9795
innov | 5 | ±2 | equi. 26 26 102 1475 1 0.20 0.9490 0.9796
norm | 10 | ±2 | equi. 27 24 70 1507 3 0.26 0.9216 0.9795
innov | 10 | ±2 | equi. 28 9 78 1499 18 0.10 0.5629 0.5702
norm | 15 | ±2 | equi. 29 25 72 1505 2 0.26 0.9400 0.9794
innov | 15 | ±2 | equi. 30 14 67 1510 13 0.17 0.7046 0.8476
norm | 5 | ±10 | equi. 31 26 102 1475 1 0.20 0.9490 0.9795
innov | 5 | ±10 | equi. 32 26 102 1475 1 0.20 0.9490 0.9795
norm | 10 | ±10 | equi. 33 27 1576 1 0 0.02 0.0252 0.0205
innov | 10 | ±10 | equi. 34 27 1577 0 0 0.02 0.0000 0.5000
norm | 15 | ±10 | equi. 35 26 102 1475 1 0.20 0.9490 0.9795
Table A.5: Evaluation of FITC implementations - Laser attitude. Row captions specify the
following parameter settings: features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation vector},
number of inducing points (#Points) {distributed in the range}, range of inducting points
(Range), distribution of the points (Dist.){uniform random or equidistant}.
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Feat. | #Points | Range | Distribution # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | 5 | min-max | rand. 1 8 98 1498 0 0.08 0.9688 0.9920
innov | 5 | min-max | rand. 2 8 74 1522 0 0.10 0.9765 0.9930
norm | 10 | min-max | rand. 3 8 106 1490 0 0.07 0.9662 0.9920
innov | 10 | min-max | rand. 4 8 77 1519 0 0.09 0.9756 0.9930
norm | 15 | min-max | rand. 5 8 106 1490 0 0.07 0.9662 0.9920
innov | 15 | min-max | rand. 6 8 77 1519 0 0.09 0.9756 0.9931
norm | 5 | ±2 | rand. 7 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9920
innov | 5 | ±2 | rand. 8 8 194 1402 0 0.04 0.9373 0.9583
norm | 10 | ±2 | rand. 9 8 90 1506 0 0.08 0.9714 0.9917
innov | 10 | ±2 | rand. 10 8 64 1532 0 0.11 0.9797 0.9946
norm | 15 | ±2 | rand. 11 8 103 1493 0 0.07 0.9672 0.9920
innov | 15 | ±2 | rand. 12 8 71 1525 0 0.10 0.9775 0.9920
norm | 5 | ±10 | rand. 13 8 91 1505 0 0.08 0.9711 0.9920
innov | 5 | ±10 | rand. 14 7 1596 0 1 0.00 0.0000 0.8634
norm | 10 | ±10 | rand. 15 8 91 1505 0 0.08 0.9711 0.9920
innov | 10 | ±10 | rand. 16 8 1596 0 0 0.00 0.0000 0.8873
norm | 15 | ±10 | rand. 17 8 89 1507 0 0.08 0.9717 0.9925
innov | 15 | ±10 | rand. 18 8 1596 0 0 0.00 0.0000 0.1437
norm | 5 | min-max | equi. 19 8 89 1507 0 0.08 0.9717 0.9920
innov | 5 | min-max | equi. 20 8 66 1530 0 0.11 0.9791 0.9922
norm | 10 | min-max | equi. 21 8 106 1490 0 0.07 0.9662 0.9920
innov | 10 | min-max | equi. 22 8 77 1519 0 0.09 0.9756 0.9931
norm | 15 | min-max | equi. 23 8 106 1490 0 0.07 0.9662 0.9920
innov | 15 | min-max | equi. 24 8 77 1519 0 0.09 0.9756 0.9931
norm | 5 | ±2 | equi. 25 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9920
innov | 5 | ±2 | equi. 26 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9922
norm | 10 | ±2 | equi. 27 8 105 1491 0 0.07 0.9665 0.9920
innov | 10 | ±2 | equi. 28 8 98 1498 0 0.08 0.9688 0.9876
norm | 15 | ±2 | equi. 29 8 88 1508 0 0.08 0.9720 0.9920
innov | 15 | ±2 | equi. 30 8 86 1510 0 0.09 0.9727 0.9933
norm | 5 | ±10 | equi. 31 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9920
innov | 5 | ±10 | equi. 32 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9920
norm | 10 | ±10 | equi. 33 7 1591 5 1 0.00 0.0524 0.0080
innov | 10 | ±10 | equi. 34 0 7 1589 8 0.00 0.0000 0.2762
norm | 15 | ±10 | equi. 35 8 94 1502 0 0.08 0.9701 0.9920
Table A.6: Evaluation of FITC implementations - Laser position. Row captions specify the
following parameter settings: features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation vector},
number of inducing points (#Points) {distributed in the range}, range of inducting points
(Range), distribution of the points (Dist.){uniform random or equidistant}.
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Feat. | Covariance function # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | SE 1 163 159 7585 6 0.51 0.9720 0.9839
innov | SE 2 161 78 7666 8 0.67 0.9711 0.9818
norm | RQ 3 163 159 7585 6 0.51 0.9720 0.9839
innov | RQ 4 161 82 7662 8 0.66 0.9709 0.9815
norm | Matern 1/2 5 163 160 7584 6 0.50 0.9719 0.9836
innov | Matern 1/2 6 159 124 7620 10 0.56 0.9622 0.9824
norm | Matern 3/2 7 163 160 7584 6 0.50 0.9719 0.9838
innov | Matern 3/2 8 162 148 7596 7 0.52 0.9697 0.9812
norm | Matern 5/2 9 163 158 7586 6 0.51 0.9720 0.9839
innov | Matern 5/2 10 162 143 7601 7 0.53 0.9700 0.9813
Table A.7: Evaluation of covariance functions - VO attitude. Row captions specify the
following parameter settings: Features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation vec-
tor}, Covariance function {Squared Exponential (SE), Rational Quadratic (RQ), Matern
1/2, 3/2, 5/2}
Feat. | Covariance function # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | SE 1 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9794
innov | SE 2 17 133 1444 10 0.11 0.7593 0.7783
norm | RQ 3 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9792
innov | RQ 4 22 178 1399 5 0.11 0.8502 0.8976
norm | Matern 1/2 5 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9758
innov | Matern 1/2 6 25 86 1491 2 0.23 0.9356 0.9737
norm | Matern 3/2 7 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9782
innov | Matern 3/2 8 24 109 1468 3 0.18 0.9096 0.9708
norm | Matern 5/2 9 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 0.9789
innov | Matern 5/2 10 25 211 1366 2 0.11 0.8956 0.9493
Table A.8: Evaluation of covariance functions - Laser attitude. Row captions specify
the following parameter settings: Features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation vec-
tor}, Covariance function {Squared Exponential (SE), Rational Quadratic (RQ), Matern
1/2, 3/2, 5/2}
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Feat. | Covariance function # TP FP TN FN PR G AUC
norm | SE 1 8 128 1468 0 0.06 0.9591 0.9929
innov | SE 2 8 160 1436 0 0.05 0.9486 0.9793
norm | RQ 3 8 128 1468 0 0.06 0.9591 0.9928
innov | RQ 4 8 200 1396 0 0.04 0.9352 0.9808
norm | Matern 1/2 5 8 129 1467 0 0.06 0.9587 0.9914
innov | Matern 1/2 6 8 314 1282 0 0.02 0.8962 0.9753
norm | Matern 3/2 7 8 129 1467 0 0.06 0.9587 0.9933
innov | Matern 3/2 8 8 239 1357 0 0.03 0.9221 0.9756
norm | Matern 5/2 9 8 128 1468 0 0.06 0.9591 0.9936
innov | Matern 5/2 10 8 211 1385 0 0.04 0.9316 0.9771
Table A.9: Evaluation of covariance functions - Laser position. Row captions specify
the following parameter settings: Features (Feat.) {norm of innovations, innovation vec-
tor}, Covariance function {Squared Exponential (SE), Rational Quadratic (RQ), Matern
1/2, 3/2, 5/2}
Uncertainty level # TP FP TN FN PR G Valid Data
1 1 163 159 7585 6 0.51 0.9720 1.00
0.9 2 160 44 7700 9 0.78 0.9702 0.98
0.8 3 155 27 7717 14 0.85 0.9560 0.96
0.7 4 149 16 7728 20 0.90 0.9380 0.95
0.6 5 140 12 7732 29 0.92 0.9095 0.93
0.5 6 131 10 7734 38 0.93 0.8799 0.91
Table A.10: Evaluation of uncertainty levels (uncertain set to negative) - VO attitude.
Row caption specify the following parameter settings: Uncertainty level {what percentage
of maximum uncertainty creates the data that are considered as valid}. Column Valid data
indicates, what portion of data was left after application of the uncertainty threshold.
Uncertainty level # TP FP TN FN PR G Valid Data
1 1 25 78 1499 2 0.24 0.9382 1.00
0.9 2 18 35 1542 9 0.34 0.8074 0.91
0.8 3 17 25 1552 10 0.40 0.7872 0.83
0.7 4 13 21 1556 14 0.38 0.6893 0.71
0.6 5 11 16 1561 16 0.41 0.6350 0.49
0.5 6 10 13 1564 17 0.43 0.6061 0.12
Table A.11: Evaluation of uncertainty levels (uncertain set to negative) - Laser attitude.
Row caption specify the following parameter settings: Uncertainty level {what percentage
of maximum uncertainty creates the data that are considered as valid}. Column Valid data
indicates, what portion of data was left after application of the uncertainty threshold.
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Uncertainty level # TP FP TN FN PR G Valid Data
1 1 8 128 1468 0 0.06 0.9591 1.00
0.9 2 8 55 1541 0 0.13 0.9826 0.93
0.8 3 8 43 1553 0 0.16 0.9864 0.89
0.7 4 8 35 1561 0 0.19 0.9890 0.82
0.6 5 8 29 1567 0 0.22 0.9909 0.73
0.5 6 8 25 1571 0 0.24 0.9921 0.51
Table A.12: Evaluation of uncertainty levels (uncertain set to negative) - Laser position.
Row caption specify the following parameter settings: Uncertainty level {what percentage
of maximum uncertainty creates the data that are considered as valid}. Column Valid data
indicates, what portion of data was left after application of the uncertainty threshold.
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